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ABSTRACT

Spirituality is gaining increasing public attention and interest. The profession of social
work is also beginning to acknowledge the spiritual dimension of clients. This practicum
report is an atternpt to integrate spirituality with social work practise. To begin, a review
of the psychological, nursing and social work literature on the understanding of
spirituality was completed. The Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigm of
spirituality was introduced as a fiamework for addressing the spintual dimension with
clients. This paradigm includes an understanding of human nature incorporating the
spiritual aspects, defines an understanding of spintuaIity and M e r elaborates on a
process for developing spiritual growth. Using the above paradigm of spiriniaiity, a
group intervention was irnplemented with a young Mother's support group in a legislated
child protection agency. It was hypothesized that encouraging group members to explore
their spintuality could result in increased psychological hedth. The group sessions
exarnined how spirituality is understood, the impedirnents to practising our spirituality,
the concept of love, ways to pactise our spirituaiity and educating our children about
spirituality. The group was evaluated with both quantitative and qualitative methods.
Although the quantitative measures suggested little change in the participants' scores, the
qualitative analysis indicated that participants were interested and engaged eagerly in
exploring the topic of spirituality. The Hatcher (1 982) and Danesh (1994) paradip
offers an unique and stimuiating framework for acknowledging the spiritual dimension of
clients that can easily be applied across different social work settings. This practicum is
part of the beginning exploration of spirihiality within social work practise, promising to
be an exciting endeavour with the potential to discover innovative healing interventions
for the people social work serves.
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1) Introduction
In the last few years spirituality has gained increasing public attention and interest.
A clear example of this societal trend is the vimial explosion of books on the topics of

religion and spintuality (Carrigan Jr., 1995; Miller, 1994), dong with bookstores now
devoting entire sections to the topic. The interest in spirituality has moved beyond the
individuai level to examinllig spirituaiity within al1 spheres of hurnan endeavour
including the workplace (Alonzo, 1995; Brandt, 1995; Carcasole, 1995; Galen, 1995;
Laabs, 1995; Snell, Davies, Boydell & Leary, 1991). This has also been the case with the
helping professions as Corey (1996) contends that within the next decade there "will be
an increasing emphasis on integrating a spiritual perspective into counseling practice"
(p. 452). The helping professions integrating the human spiritual dimension into their

work require both a paradigm shift and a correspondhg major shift in practise.
Although social work has its roots in religious organizations (Canda, 1988; Garland,
1995; Goldstein, 1987; Marty, 1980; Reamer, 1994), over the years the profession has
aîiempted to become more scientific by relying on knowledge fiom other disciplines,
such as psychology, sociology, economics and political science. (Reamer, 1994; Spencer,
1957). Recently however, some social work professionals are incorporating the spiritual

dimension of clients into their practise. This trend is most apparent within social work
involving women and some ethnic groups, and presents promising results in providing
healing for clients. The following practicurn report is an attempt to integrate spintuality

within social work practise.
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Exploring spirituality began while this author was still employed in child protection
services dealing with mainly First Nations peoples in the core area of Winnipeg. At that
time, this author observed that standard agency interventions were ofien unsuccessfid in
dealing with the myriad of problems faced by agency clients (ie: poverty, discrimination,
alcohol/dnig abuse, domestic violence, child abuselneglect). On the other hand, First
Nations people who reconnected with their traditional teachings that had both cultural
significance and a spirituai component, often demonstrated dramatic personal
transformation. A change in jobs for the author fkom urban child welfare to rurai child
welfare (with Gemian Mennonite and Francophone peoples) helped to broaden the
interest to a more universal application of spirituality. Understanding what, how and why
spirituaiity appeared to be a healing agent began this author's search for ways to
incorporate spirituaiity into social work practise.
In an attempt to develop a beginning understanding of spirituaiity, the concept of
spirituality was examined £iom the psychological, nursing and social work Iiteraîure. The
unique paradigm of Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1 994) for understanding hurnan
spirituality was identified and used as the theoretical h e w o r k for the group
intervention. Included in this paradigm is an understanding of basic hurnan nahue as well
as a fiamework for understanding human spirituality.

To M e r test the applicability of incorporating spirihiality into social work practise,
a group intervention focusing on spirituaiity was developed. Using the Hatcher (1982)
and Danesh (1994) paradigm a group intervention with a young Mothers' support group
within a legislated child protection agency was implemented. The group was planned

witb the hypothesis that encouraging women to explore theïr spintuality was positively

correlated with increased psychological health. One of the surprishg hdings of this
practicum was the level of interest shown by the group participants who demonstrated
spirituality is an important aspect of their daily lives.

In this practicum report the author attempts to illustrate that the Hatcher (1982) and
Danesh (1994) paradigm for understanding human spirituality, has universal applicability
to social work practise ûs it can easily be united with other established social work
theories. The exploration of the human spintual dimension is not only timely but an
exciting new area of research that holds great potential for discovering innovative

approaches to social work practise.

II) The Concept of Spirituality
Spirituality has become an increasing area of interest for society in the Iast 20 years
and has been described by Elias (1991) "as the Fourth Great Awakening'. He cites "the
growth of Evangelicalism, the renewal of Roman Catholicism, the emergence of new

religious movements, and interest in various forms of spiritdity" as evidence for his
argument (p. 455). G S e n (1988) predicts the ongoing massive attitudinal changes
within society towards spirituality in this postmodern age. He contends that "modem
spiritdity began as a dudistic, supemaniralistic spirituality, and ended as a pseudo- or
antispirituality; postmodemity involves a r e m to a genuine spirituality that incorporates
elements fkom a premodem spirituaiities" (p. 2). He further contends that postmodern
society will retain many of the benefits of the modem age but the r e m to premodem
spintuality within society "will reverse modemity's individualism and mtionalism, its
subordination of humanity to the machine, its subordination of social, moral, aesthetic,
religious, and ecological concem to economic interest, and it will transcend both of the
modem economic systems" (p. 2). Elias (199 1) on the other hand, warns against this
increasing interest in spirituality as he argues that this interest couid be reflective of less
than desirabie forces. He identifies several possible reasons for the increasing interest in
spirihiality, including "the spirituality movement as another manifestation of the
narcissistic culture which dominates U.S. society" (p. 458). Although the more
narcissistic elements may be in part driving this present revivai in spirituaiity, many
people continue to search for some type of spintual fulfilment.
As expressed by J.A. McLean (1994) "spixituality vexes first attempts to define it

simplyl' (p. 196), while Elkins, Hedstrom, Hughes, Leaf& Saunders (1988) state that
spirituality is "a complex, multidimensional constnict cornposed of several major factors"
(p. 9). Mack (1994) M e r explains that "the concept itseifis dynamic in nature and

historidy has undergone numerous transformations due to religious institutions,
political structures, and social movements" (p. 15). McLean (1994) identifies the
multidimensiond aspects of the concept of spirituality:
Like a net that is widely cast and pulls into it a host of life forms
fiom the sea, the concept of spirituality also draws to it many of
the major categories or questions associated with the life of faith.
There is the theological understanding of the concept of spirituality
itself, questions of theodicy (an understanding of the divine in light
of the presence of evil), notions of spiritual anthropdogy (self
and identity), the dynarnics of spiritual growth (process psychology),
virtues to cultivate and vices to avoid (moral theology), the meaning
of advenity @hilosophy), hding answers to ultimate questions of
faith (anagogy), the concept of God (divinity), even life beyond death.
(p. 212).
A review of the psychological, nursing and social work literature did not produce a

common understanding of spirituality although most of the definitions and descriptions

fell into the categories of spiritual anthropology and process psychology.
Philip Sheldrake (199 1) examined the history of spintuality within Western Christian
society. He identified four trends that have developed in the last twenty years; firstly that
spirituality is no longer the exclusive domain of Christianity, and secondly spirituality is
no longer "the prescnptive application of absolute or dogrnatic principles to Me"
(p. 50). Thirdly, spirituality has been transformed from a static condition to more of a

process concept; that is, there is less emphasis on the end goals of spiritual living and

more on the daily development ofone's spirituality. Finally, society's interest in
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spirituality is "not Limited to a concern with the interior life but seeks an integration of al1
aspects of human life and experience" (p. 50).

Historically when spirituality remained the exclusive domain of theology there was an
emphasis on the specific dogrna regarding living a spiritual Me that was "Iargely dienated

fiom for example, nature, the body and the feminine" (Sheldrake, 1991, p. 33). King
(1993) documented the relationship between women and spirituality fiom a feminist
viewpoint. Feminists have cnticized religions that have exclusive patriarchal

organkations and historically practised a doctrine of continued subordination of women.
Furthemore, feminist thought has also identified and encouraged Merent aspects of
spirituality that are "more integral world- and life-afnrming" (p.6). It would appear that

the influence of feminist thought has Unpacted on society's developing understanding of
spirituality. Al1 of these emerging trends has resulted in an increased awareness and

exploration of the spiritual dimension within severai disciplines. However, as will be
demonstrated in the following review of the psychological, nursing and social work
literature there continues to be "considerable problems with coherence" (Sheldrake, 199 1,
p. 32), when it cornes to understanding the concept of spintuality.

A) Soiritualitv -na

Even though the root meaning of the word "psychology" from the Greek language
literally means the "study of the soul"( E k ,1995). the founder of modem &y
psychology Wilhelrn Wundt sought to make this area of human study a true science.
Wundt was part of the German mechanist ideological school that rejected the previously
accepted method of introspection for understanding human nature as being too subjective
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(Hunt,1993). From that point onward psychology strove "to define itself as a scientific
discipiine with al1 the connotations of the modernist mechanistic, objectivist vision"
(Porter, 1995, p. 71). When Freud later "labelled spiritual tendencies as rooted in
neurosis" (Mack, 1994, p. 28), this fiuther banished the spiritual dimension of human
nahue to academic exile. Over the years the continued neglect of spirituality has been a
resuit of several factors. The equating of spirituality with religiosity dong with the
ongoing need to separate church and state in publicly funded institutions and the parallel
belief that spiritual issues were best dealt with by the clergy, al1 served to keep spirituality
and psychology in separate worlds. (Ingesoll, 1994).
Car1 Jung (a student of Freud) attempted to counter the Freudian biologically
deterministic based psychology by arguing that "the spiritual dimension" was in fact "the
essence of human nature" (Serrnabeikian, 1994, p. 179). His theories provided a "primary
understanding to e x p l o ~ g
spintuaMy within the human psyche" with spirituality and
religion being "viewed as an integral aspect of the self, resulting in the professional
understanding that spiritual urges should not be dismissed as psychological neuroses"
(Mack, 1994, p. 16). Until the recent renewed interest in his work however, Jung's
theories have made littie impact on the mainstream psychological world (McLean, 1994).
Logotherapy developed by Viktor Frankl which viewed human's "will to meaning"as the
motivating factor in human nature has also only garnered limited adherents (Guttman,
1996; McLean, 1994).

Cowley (1993) argues that psychoanalysis would have taken a very different course if
the works of Freud's contemporary Assagioli had k e n considered, (he remained generdly
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unknown und the 1970s), which instead focused on growth and human needs for
meaning and spirituaiity versus Freud's focus on biological and social needs. The hurnan
potential movement also began exploring human king's higher nature but did not
develop past "selfactualjzation". Maslow's work was unnnished at the time of his death,
however he believed that humanistic psychology was a transitional phase to a new "fourth
force psychology" that focused on human spirituality.

Other areas of psychology that have made sojourns into the spiritual dimension
include the work of the development psychologists Kohlberg and Fowler who viewed
spirihiality as "essentially a developmental process rather than a stagnant condition"
(Mack, 1994, p. 20). Kohiberg's moral judgement theory and Fowler's faith development
theory attempted to identie levels of specinc aspects of spiritual development similar to
the schema developed by Erikson and Piaget. (Carson, 1989; Farran, Fitchett, QuiringEmblen & Burck, 1989; Sargent, 1990). Many psychological interventions have based
their therapy on the understanding of spiritudity outlined by developmental psychology.

Individual counselling and group work with adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse
speculate that survivors' spiritual development parallels their psychological and emotional
development (Bass, 1980; Lemoncelli & Carey, 1996; Sargent, 1990). With the traumatic
effects of abuse and the subsequent shattering of trust survivors', "spintual development

remains impeded and they are stuck in immature stages of spiritual development"
(Lemoncelli & Carey, 1996, p. 1 81). McBnde & Armstrong (1995) relate a similar
process of arrested spintuai development with individuals suffering nom p s t traumatic
stress syndrome. Counsellors in youth care are aiso applying developmental theory in
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their work with emotionally and bebaviorally disturbed children (Benson, 1997; Brendtro,
1997).

The inclusion of spirituality has found acceptance in counselling with particular
ethnic groups (ie: Anican Americans and First Nations populations) and women (Bass,
1988; Berliner, 1992; Boyd-Franklin, 1987; Dufiene & Coleman, 1992; Halcrow, 1995;

Lemoncelli & Carey, 1996; Sargent, 1990). The ferninist movement has k e n very
critical of past patriarchal religions and King (1993) argues this history has fbelled the
rise of Goddess worship as an alternative for women seeking spirihial fulfilment Women

are also viewed as more "conscious of a web of interrelationships and connections" and
"perhaps iess tempted than men to see spiritudity as something apart from life" (p. 107).
Goddess irnagery used by some women's groups healing from violence has been shown to
be effective empowerrnent and transfomative agents in therapy (Jacobs, 1989). Family

therapists are also exploring the spiritual and religious dimensions of the families they
counsel, as well as identifjhg strategies to encourage positive growth with their clients
(Prest & Keller, 1993; Stander, Piercy, MacKinnon & Helmeke, 1994). As the interest in

spirituality within psychology grows the number of various types of therapeutic
endeavours addressing the spirihial dimension also appears to be expanding rapidly. This
author's literature review revealed work king done with such diverse populations as
psychospiritual groups for college students (Genia, 1990a), dream sharing groups in high
schools and prisons (Bulkeley, 1996) to children's summer camp programs (Drovdahl,
1991).

Several psychologists have attempted over the past ten years to develop instruments to
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measure the various aspects of spirituaiity (Lukoff, Turner & Lu, 1993). Some of these
measures include the ''Spiritzd WeZZ Being" scales constnicted by Ellison (1993) and
Moberg (1984) which appear to have a strong Christian bias to EIkins et al. (1988)
'Spiritunl Orientation Inventory" which was developed "based on the humanistic mode1

and designed to assess the spirituality of those not affiliated with traditional religionsn
(p.5). Genia (199 1) has also recentiy developed the "SpirituaiErperience Index" to

measure spintual maturity of people f?om diverse religions and spiritual belief systems
that is theoretically grounded in developmental psychology.

Pastoral couaselling has historicaliy combined theology and psychology to create
guidelines for counsel1ors working with religiously committed people; the fiindamental
goal being to inspire "deep cornmitment to Judeo-Christian ideals" (Genia, 1990, p. 45).
Christian counselling has developed largely as a response to the perception that secular
psychology lacked the "principles for living" (Grimm, 1994). Pastoral counselling is the
most cornfortable in venturing into the thomy area of values no doubt stemmhg fiom

their religious affiliations (Bergin, 1988). Pastord counsellon are also more open to
using specific religious interventions (ie: prayer, reading of scnpture). However, research

has indicated that most pastoral counsellors "use spirituai interventions sparingly and as
part of an integrative approach that encompasses mainstream secular perspectives"
(Richard & Potts, 1995, p. 167).
Bergin (1988) psidates there is now a "paradigrnatic crisis" in the field of
psychological counselling and "it is timely to add a spiritual keystone to the building
blocks already provided by the behavioral, psychodynamic, humanistic, Life-span

developmental, and cognitive approaches" (p. 22). The transpersonal school of
psychology has recently developed as a response to the growing interest in the spiritual

part of the human experience by m a h g the spiritual dimension the main focus of
psychological thought. From this perspective spiritual health is seen as the epitome of
health. Cowley (1993) argues that every new psychological theory has developed as a
reaction to the historical context in which the theory existed. Psychoanalysis was a result
of an age of repression and developed a theory that was ber-directed, behaviorai
modalities sprang fiom an age of anxiety and resulted in a theory that was outer-directed

and the humanistic, expenential and existentid theories resdted nom an age of boredom
and sensation to theories that the author describes as "psychological man" (p. 528).
Presently human society is viewed as in an age of existential and spirituai vacuum, hence
fourth-force transpersonal psychology is the logicd outcorne.
Transpersonal psychology "grew out of the work of Jung, Assagioli, Maslow, Sutich,
Rogers, Tart, Grof and many others " (Cowley & Derezotes, 1994, p. 34) and is primarily
concemed with "the search for ultimate values, peak or mystical experiences, and unitive
consciousness and the legitimation of spiritual practice" (Cowley, 1993, p. 527). Cowley
& Derezotes (1994) c l a h that transpersonal psychology "followed the First Force

(dynamic), Second Force (behavioral), and Third Force (experiential, humanistic,
existential) theories" and "has been designated as the Fourth Force of psychology"
(p. 34). What differentiates transpersod pvchology fiom other theoretical k e w o r k s

"is the therapist's perspective of human nature" (p. 34). Human beings are perceived as

having the ability to reach higher levels of consciousness which psychologists are only
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now beginning to i d e n w (Cowley, 1993). Subsequently this branch of psychology has
also been e x p l o ~ spiritual
g
emergencies which are "defined as critical and experientiaily

W c u l t stage of profound psychological transformation that involves one's entire being"
(Grof & Grof, 1990, p. 3 1). These expenences may be a result of, for example a near
death expenence and can be life transforming toward a more spiritually aware and higher
level of consciousness (Kason & Degler, 1994). In the past 20 years Ken Wilber has been
"the most influentid transpemnal theorist (Merker, 1997, p. 14). Tr~i~l~personal
theory

has not "developed to supplant other therapeutic approaches, but rather to synthesize
them" (Cowley, 1993, p. 532), however it has struggled with finding "an academic home"

as it is perceived as k i n g "too metaphysical for psychology, and too nontraditional for
theology" (Merker, 1997, p. 141).

In the review of psychological literature most authon distinguish between religion and
spirituality (Beck, 1986; Bergin, 1988; Ellcins et. al., 1988; Grimm, 1994; Hinterkopf,
1994; hgersoll, 1994; LaPierre, 1994; Ley & Corless, 1988; Martin & Carlson, 1988;

Mack, 1994; Stander et. al., 1994). Religion is seen as a h e w o r k to practice one's
spirituality but people can be highly spirihial without practicing a particular religious
doctrine ( E b et. al., 1988; Fahlberg & Fahlberg, 1989). Beck (1986) M e r argues
that spirituality does not have to include a belief in God as there is "no necessary link
between spuituality and religion" as atheism is a deniai in the belief in God not a denial

of the spintual dimension of human nature (p. 155). Spirituality on the other hand, is
defined as "a way of being and experiencing that cornes about through an awareness of a

transcendent dimension and that is characterized by ceriain identifiable values in regard to

self, other, nature, Me and whatever one considers to be the UItimate" (Elkins et. al.,
1988, p. 10). IngersolI(1994) presents an understanding of spirituaïity that attempts to
explain the need for a descriptive versus defïning fkmework of this concept. He states
that " 'spirituaiity' is d e h e d as king of a spiritual character, quality, or nature, the &
'ity' referring to the -te

or characteristic" but " N e many constructs, must be understood

as having observable and non-observable elements. The observable elements can point
to, but never fully explicate, the non-observable elements" and " the t e m description is
used in lieu of definition to avoid the illusion of full explication" (p. 100). Overall,
various areas of psychology are presently exploring the spiritual aspect of the human
psyche but remain commined to the continued separation fiom religion.

B) S~irituaiitvand Nursing
Nursing and the related medical disciplines histoncally have had a strong adherence to
the scientific worldview. Subsequently:

medicine had become an institutionally oriented, acute interventionkt
profession, hgmented into numerous specialities and subspecialities.
Patients were disease states to be investigated intensively and cured
rapidly with high-technology therapeutics. Hospital had become
complex corporations with ngid hierarchical management systems.
Physicians and nurses were taught to be scientific, objective, and detached.
(Ley & Corless, 1988, p. 103).
Although the heaith care system largely remains as descnbed by Ley & Corless (1988)
there is a grassroots push to more holistic forms of medicine. Martin (1989) explains that
"holistic medicine claims that health cannot be viewed in terms of matenal processes
alone. It must address al1 three aspects of the peaon: psyche, soma and spirit" (p. 115).

In the nursing and health promotion literature authoa cite the push from advocates of
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holistic nursing practice for the increashg interest in the spirituai aspects of patients

(Barnum,1996; Carson, 1989; Hawks, Hull, Thalman & Richins, 1995; Mamen, 1993;
Nagai-Jacobson, 1988; Reed, 1992; Stoll, 1989). There is now a shifL to a 'Iwehess
paradigm" fiom the previous "influences of reductionism" (Seaward, 1995, p. 165).

Nursing acadernics are also reexamining the religious roots of their profession in an
attempt to m e r support this renewed interest in the spiritual dimension of their patients

(Barnum, 1996).
Reed (1992) supports making a paradigm shift fiom "the mechanistic and organisrnic
worldview" to a "deveiopmental-contexhralview" which sees the individual within their
environment in a "process by which the conflicts and challenges inherent in life are
transformed into energy for change" and that "change is viewed principally as the
unfolding of a predetemiined sequence, only the speed at which is alterable by
environmental events" (p. 350). Underlying Reedrs theory of spirituality within
"developrnental contextuaiism" (p. 350) is the belief that human beings have the capacity
for self-transcendence. From her paradigm, Reed argues that a person's "spintuaiity c m
be empirically investigated and ultimately applied in practice" (p. 35 1). Fahlberg &

Fahlberg (1991), on the other hand argue for expanding the exploration of spirituality
beyond the empirical sphere to include the phenomenological and contemplative areas.
They explain that the past focus on the sensate realm has resulted in philosophical,
scientific and cultural materialism that has restricted both individual and collective

human growth. Seaward (1995) expands M e r that "humanspirihiality uniquely resides
outside the realm of the five senses, and any attempt to measure this dimension using the

conventional Western scientific method, or reductionism, is d o g o u s to eating soup

with a fork; at best, one may get a mere taste of this phenornenon, yet nothing substantial
in which to scientifically prove its existence" (p. 165).

Nursing and the health promotion academic literature has produced a large number of

articles and books in the past few years on the subject of spirituality (Lukoff, Tumer &

Lu, 1993). AU of the literature reviewed makes a clear distinction between religion and
spuituality. Mansen (1993) refers to the Latin roots of the word religion to delineate two
meanings (1) "a unifving force that provides a fhnework for values, codes of conduct,

and rituals" as well as (2) "that part of religion that means to reflect, or ponder deeply"

. 141). Spintuality on the other hand is viewed as more basic, that is part of human
nature having both horizontal and vertical dimensions. Reed's (1992) d e f ~ t ï o nof
spintuality summarizes the general understanding of spirituality within nursing literature:
refers to the propensity to make meaning through a sense of relatedness
to dimensions that transcend the self in such a way that empowers and
does not devalue the individual. This relatedness may be experienced
intrapersonally (as a connectedness within oneself), interpersonally
(in the context of others and the natural environment), and transpersonally
(referring to a sense of relatedness to the unseen, God,or power greater
than the self and ordinary resources). There is an expansion of boundaries
inward, outward, upward. (p. 350).
It would appear that both the theories of developmental psychology and holistic nursing

practise have largely been drawn upon by the health care professions in their
understanding of spiriniality. The medicai system is at the beginning stages of
incorporating spirituality into their patient care. Patients facing life-threatening
conditions (ie: AIDS), chronic illness and traumatic events (ie: paralysis, amputation,

death of a child), are the areas of medicine and nursing where this new holistic
perspective have found the most acceptance in the health care system (Bamum,1996;

Burke & Miller, 1996; Carson, 1989; Hawks et al., 1995).
C) S~irituaiitv
and Social Work

Unlike psychology, the profession of social work has its roots in Judeo-Christian
religious activities within the charity a d settiement house organisrations in the Late 19th
century (Canda, 1988; Garland, 1995; Goldstein, 1987; Marty, 1980; Reamer, 1994).
Over the years the social work profession split f?om its religious roots and increasingly
relied on knowledge fiom the allied disciplines including psychology, sociology,
economics and political science (Reamer, 1994; Spencer, 1957). Today social work has
developed "into a full-fledged profession with a distinctive value base, body of
knowledge, and method of training" (Reamer, 1994, p. 1). The theoretical perspectives of
the ecological model, person-in-situation, problem solving model and the life model have

become the specialized knowledge base of the social work profession (Reamer, 1994).

Marty (1980) summarizes this historical transformation of social work practice as the
change from "religious voluntarism through scientific philanthropy and then through
humanitarianism to scientific social work" (p. 475).

In his analysis of religion and social work practice Loewenberg (1988) identifies
severai historical reasons for social work avoiding religious issues and the concomitant

area of spirituality. This schism resulted f?om (1) the early adoption of the positivistic
paradigm, (2) the perceived conflict between religious values and the values of selfdetermination and nonjudgementaiism, (3) organized religion's focus on othexworldliness

over the physical and social needs of human beings, (4) the belief that religions often
support the status quo instead of attempting to change exploitative social and econornic
structures, and nnally, (5) the belief that religious teachings often result in increased
prejudice, conflict and individual pathology. Mord (1996) also identified a number of
preconceptions about religion and spirituaiity. Spirituality has been seen as synonymous
with religion and the subsequent belief that many religious beliefs exclude many of the
people social work seeks to help. With no differentiation between religion and spirituaiity
some social workers also have a "fear of the power of right-wing religious ideology" that
is ofien aligned with exclusive fûndamentalist religious beliefs (p. 309). Morell (1996)

argues that although these are vaiid concerns they do not preclude social workers nom
recognizing a client's spirituality. No doubt the social work profession's historical
reluctance to explore the spintuai dimensions mirrors many of the concems of
psychology. However, the concerns articulated by Morell appear to be due to a pervasive
lack of understanding of spirituality within the profession and confusion between
spirituality and fiuidamentalist religious belief systems.
In the past twenty years increasing numben of social work academics have been
encouraging the profession to both acknowledge and tend to the spiritual dimension of
their clients (Canda, 1988; Cometî, 1992; Cox, 1985; Dudley & Helfgott, 1990; Imre,
1971; Spencer, 1957; Salomon, 1967). Salomon (1967) advocated for a new paradigm of
human nature over twenty years ago:
What is redy needed, it seems to me, is a concept of man and the
human condition that will deepen the social workefs understanding
of man's mord and spirihlal nature (p. 32).

Cox (1985) supports the need for a new understanding of human nature as he visualizps
people as existing in three dimensions; the physical, psycho-social and the spiritual. He
argues that our concentration in the social work profession on the psycho-social aspect.
of human beings is both paternalistic and restrictive to true human capacity and M e r
advocates a reexamimtion of the ecologicai mode1 which he views as "sociological
determinism"(p. 1O). Finally, Cox advocates for:

an alternative viewpoint, and one more consistent with the existence
of a spiritual dimension, is that, while the environment in its total sense
is highly significant and can corne to dominate completely, individuals
have the innate capacity to rise above it - to h d fieedom of existence
through it yet despite it (p. 10).
Several authon have advocated that social work revisit its religious roots to develop an
understandhg of spirituality to help both the people social work serves as well as provide
guidance to professionals thernselves (Canda, 1988; Comett, 1992; Goldstein, 1987;

Marty, 1980). While social work has severed itself fiom its religious roots it has
maintained a "centrality of concem with morality and allegiance to a value based
mission" throughout its history. (Cowley & Derezotes, 1994, p. 35).

Canda (1988) provides a defuiition of spirituality as the "concern with the human
quest for personal meaning and mutualiy fulfiliing relationships among people, the non-

human environment, and for some G o d @. 243). There is a distinction made between
religion and spirituality as "religion is encompasseci within spirihiality, but s p i r i W t y is
viewed as broader than religion" (Dudley & Helfgott, 1990, p. 287). Religion is seen as
the "fomal institutional contexts for spiritual beliefs and practices" while "spirituality
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refea to human experience of d i s c o v e ~ gmeaning, purpose and morality" (p. 288).

Aithough the social work literature on spirituality remains modest there appears to be an

increasing interest in the topic primarîly fiom social work dealing with people struggiing
with addictions, women and First Nations populations (Dufiene & Coleman, 1992;

Halcrow, 1995; Morrell, 1996). Previously the only areas that spirituality found
acceptance within social work were the areas of "death and dying and catastrophic illness
or life events, but it has not been fuily examined for its application in life and living"
(Sermabeikian, 1994, p. 178).
One of the present debates in social work education is the belief by some authors that
spiritdity and religion should become part of the social work curriculum. Several
studies have examined how trained social workers viewed spirituality and religion as well

as the extent to which they had received any training in this area Most of the social
workers indicated that spirituality and religion were important in a large number of their

clients' lives, but they had received M e or no training in this area d u ~ their
g education.
Al1 of the authors recommend that spirihiality become part of the social work curriculum,
however, with caveats that the instruction be compatible with prevalent social work
values (Dudley & Helfgott, 1990; Joseph, 1988; Sheridan, Bullis, Adcock, Berlin &
Miller, 1992; Sheridan, Wilmar & Atcheson, 1994). Keith-Lucas (1 960) attempted to

address this conflict between religious and social work values by encouraging social
workers to look for the common core of values.
Recently, several social work authors have encouraged the profession to adopt various
psychological theones that incorporate a spintuai perspective. Sermabeikian (1994)
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advocated social work revisit Jungian psychology arguing than Jung's understanding of
human spiriniality transcends religious and philosophical ideologies. On the other hand,
Cowley (1993) argues that social work should explore and adopt the paradigm presented
by trampersonal psychology maintaining that the transpersonal perspective is paaicularly
applicable to the clients and the problems that social workea deal with today (ie: AIDS,
homelessness, gang violence). Guttman (1996) outlines Viktor Frankl's theory of
logotherapy in specific relation to social work practise. He explains that logotherapy and
social work share many of the same underlying values and that social workers c m "use
logotherapy as a supplement to the traditional methods of psychotherapy" (p. xvi)
specifically when dealing with the "spirihial, or noogenic dimension of the individual"
(p. "v).

D)S~iritualitvand Gram Work
Toseland and Rivas (1995) define group work as any "goal-directed activity with small
groups of people airned at meeting socioemotional needs and accomplishing tasks"
(p. 12). The authors also dinerentiate between treatment and task groups. For the

purposes of this practicum an examination of spirituaiity within treatment groups wiil be
the focus. It is noteworthy that incorporating spirituality into task groups within

workplace settings is also beginnuig to be explored (Alonzo, 1995; Carcasole, 1995;
Galen, 1995; Laabs, 1995; Snell, Davies, BoydeIl& Leary, 1991). Toseland and Rivas
M e r identify three models of treatment groups; the social goals model, the remedial
model and the reciprocal model. The social goals model "focuses on socializing members
to democratic societal vaIuesl' (p. 52) and usually involves groups of citizens, neighbours

and community members. The remedial group model has a "focus on restoring or
rehabilitating individuals by helping them change their behaviour" (p. 52) and can be
found king practiced with clients on agency caseloads or within various types of
institutions. Finally, the reciprocal model seeks to foster mutual aid between group
members by utilking the group process Mly to provide support and create behaviour
change for the participants. The authors acknowledge that group work in redity is often a
mixture of al1 or part of the models with workers drawing on various aspects in their work
with groups.

Spirituaiity withh group work facilitated by the helping professions is only a recent
phenornena. It is safe to say that acknowledging the spirihial aspect of group members is
only at the beginning stages within mainstream group work as evidenced by the single
paragraph (p. 134) given to the topic in the recent Toseland and Rivas (1995) textbook, as

well as the previous definition of group work which only includes the social and
emotional spheres of human needs. Butler & WUitram (1992) in examinhg group work
from a feminist perspective assert that "groupwork has to affect the cognitive, behaviorai,
emotional and spiritual aspects of women's selves if growth is to be encouraged" (p. 44).
The impact of incorporating spirihiality into group work is yet to be determined
(excluding the 12 step models), however research has indicated that spiritual expenences
do have an impact on behaviour (Mack, 1995). A review of the literature indicated that
incorporating spiriniaiity within group work (excluding addiction groups based on the 12
step model), can be foumi mostly with groups for women and ethnic populations
(Berliner, 1992; Boyd-Franklin, 1987; Bullreley, 1996; Dufiene & Coleman, 1992;

Halcrow, 1995; Jacobs, 1989; Sargent, 1990 and Sauer, 1994). However, with the
growing general acceptance of spirituality within society other populations as diverse as
college students, high schooi students and prison inmates are dso involved in groups that
explore the spiritual aspects of themselves (Bulkeley, 1996; Genia, 1!Boa). AU of these
groups tend to draw fkom various philosophies that M y acknowledge the spiritual
dimension, then encourage members to practice spiritudity using various methods.
The 12 step self-help and support groups on the other hand, have incorporated
spirituality since their inception in the 1930s (Dupont & McGovern, 1994). The twelve
step mode1 has "consistentlymaintained a primary focus on spirîtuality" by "recogniz(ing)

[sic] the importance of transcending the self to break unhedthy dependencies over which
the individual ego has assumed control" (Mack, 1994, p. 24), and has largely grown due
to the public interest in spiritually based therapies. The 12 step program Alcoholics
Anonymous has been viewed as "the single most effective treatment for alcoholisrn"
(Warfield & Goldstein, 1996 as cited in Goski & Miller, 1986, p. 197). Research is now
ongoing to determine the transformative aspects of the 12 step programs with preluninary
results indicating that spirituality is positively correlated with group satisfaction and
purpose in life iodicators (Carrol, 1993; Maton, 1989).
The 12 step groups follow a program ongindly developed by two recovering
alcoholics in the 1930s that "form a program of recovery and a blueprint for achieving
personal spirituai growth" (Dupont & McGovern, 1994, p. 3). Underlying the AA
(Alcoholics Anonymous) philosophy is the belief that addiction is both a spintual as well
as a physical disease. The 12 step program identifies three spintual relationships where

addicts need to make changes. Prezioso (1987) explains M e r :
within treatment and recovery, spirituality has to do with three
general dynamics or relationships. First, the dependent's or
CO-dependent'sexpenencing of their own powerlessness and
developing a relationship with a power greater than themselves,
whose support can help îhem attain meaning and fulfillrnent in
their Lives; second, coming to terms with who they are as separate
and unique human beings; and third, recognking their interdependence
with others, and their responsibilities to society as a whole (p. 234).

These three spirituai relationships underlie the 12 step hmework of AA (Aicoholics
Anonymous) and ail subsequent 12 step groups (NA m c o t i c Anonymous], CA
[Cocaine Anonymous], MA warijuana Anonymous], Al-Anon, Alateen and ACOA
[Adult Children of Alcoholics]). (See Appendix 1 for copy of the AA 12 steps). The

addict's relationship with the substance is therefore viewed as an attempt by the
individual to "be one's own God" (Prezioso, 1987, p. 234) and part of the recovery fkom
the addiction needs to include the spiritual goal of giving up control over their addiction

to a Higher Power or something greater than themselves. There has k e n a histoncal
antipathy between the mainstream addiction treatment and the 12 step mode1 in large part
stemming fiom AA's "evangelical Christian"roots (Lukoff et al., 1992, p.59, however
there appears to be a push to examine the transfomative aspects of the 12 step groups.

E) Parndigm for Understandine Soirituality
This practicum attempts to incorporate spirituality into social work group practice

using the following theoretical hmework for understanding spirituality as outlined by
Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994). As demonstrated by the literature review, most
authors promoted acknowledgment of the spintual dimension of human beings,
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differentiated between religiosity and spirituality and finally identified several descriptive
characteristics of a spirituai person. (Barnum,1996; Beck, 1986; Burkhardt, 1989;

Canda, 1988; Carson, 1989; Comett, 1992; Cowley, 1993; Elkins et al., 1988; Fahlberg
et al., 1991 ;Fa-

et al., 1989; Goldstein, 1987; Hawks et al., 1995; Ingersoll, 1994;

Joseph, 1988; LaPierre, 1994; Mack, 1994; Mansen, 1993;Marti. & Carlson, 1988;
Morell, 1996; Nagai-Jacobson et al., 1989; Reed, 1992, Seaward, 1995; Sermabeikian,
1994). There were also many articles in the literature that illustrate how therapists can
encourage the spirihial expression of their clients. A number of articles that were
reviewed focus on specific counselling techniques but did not articulate a particular
k e w o r k for understanding spirituality (Bass, 1988; Benson, 1997; Berliner, 1992;
Boyd-Franklin, 1987; Brendtro, 1997; Bulkeley, 1996; Burke & Miller, 1996; Dowd,
1997; Drovdahl, 1991;Dufrene & Coleman, 1992; Hinterkopf, 1994; Jacobs, 1989;
LeBron McBride & Armstrong, 1995; Lemoncelli & Carey, 1996; Prest & Keller, 1993;
Prasinos, 1992; Rosen, 199 1; Sargent, 1990; Sauer, 1994; Stander et al., 1994, Weddige,
1994).
For purposes of this practicum a paradigm is defined as "a hdamental mode1 or
scheme that organizes our view of something" (Rubin & Babbie, 1993, p. 45) and
includes "the entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques. . . shared by the members

of a given community" (Kuhn cited in Loewenberg, 1988, p.58).

As indicated, some

branches of psychology have developed paradigms that include the spiritual dimension of

human beings. These include Jungian psychology, logotherapy and trampersonal
psychology. A brief synopsis of each is presented as a contnist to the Hatcher (1982) and

Danesh (1994) paradigm used in this practicum.
Jungian psychology cl&

that the core of human nature is the spiritual dimension

(Sermabeikian, 1994). Carl Jung acknowledged the physical, mental and spiritual aspects
of human nature and argued that al1 the three dimensions are striving for unity within the
hurnan being. This instinctual drive towards unity within the human psyche resulted from
"longings as a creation from the ancestral collective unconscious" (Mack, 1994, p. 16).

Jung believed that mental illness was a result of disunity between parts of the personality
and that the personaiity was constantly striving for mental health which is characterized
by unity (Mack, 1994). Sermabeikian (1994) explains that "the collective unconscious
and the archetypes of the psyche" are "the inhented and accumulated experiences of the
hurnan and prehuman species evidenced by the symbols, rnyths, rituals, and cultures of all
times" (p. 179). Carl Jung was originally a student of Freud but parted ways afier their
philosophical disagreement over the motivating core of human beings. Although Jung

has had limited impact on mainStream psychology many of the terms he coined are
common in every day language today (ie: cornplex, extrovert, introvert and archetype).
Jung's theones have many "mysticai, mythological and theological elements" (McLean,
1994, p. 173) based on Christian, Hindu and Buddhist beliefs. Jung is credited with

providing the k t examination of religion and psychology (Lukoff, Turner & Lu, 1992).
Today many Jungian psychotherapists have focused on dream analysis interpretation fiom
Jung's understanding of the collective unconscious.
Logotherapy was developed by psychiatrist Viktor Frank1 after his homfic experiences
in a Nazi concentration camp. The central concepts of logotherapy is the belief that the
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motivating element in human nature is our spintual or "nooetic" dimension that has a

"wiil to meaning" dong with human beings having three dimensions; the body, psyche
and spirit. Fr&

(1959) cites Nietzsche who wrote "he who has a why to live for c m

bear almost any how"@. 109) to encapsdate his theory. From this will to rneaning human
beings are seen as have the basic fkeedom to choose their response to any situation. As

Guttman (1996) m e r explains "responsibility in the logotherapeutic sense means that in
any situation man has a 'response-ability', that is, he can respond by using his fieedom of

choice. . . the way in which a human king responds to that circumstance makes the
whole difference" (p. 15). Frankl also argued that people do not need homeostasis or
equilibnum but rather require a goal in which they strive and stniggle to attain. The goal
of logotherapy is to make people aware of the potential meaning in their existence, which
can be found in three ways; creating work or doing a deed, expenencing somethhg or
encountering sorneone, and developing an attitude toward unavoidable suffering. in the
past logotherapy has k e n used largely by pastoral counsellors and the nursing profession
in dealing with people facing traumatic events (Frankl, 1959; Guttman, 1996; Marseille,

1997).
Transpersonal psychology "requires a paradigxn shift fiom the traditional Western
'goal' of self-integration and achiaiization to the less conventional aim of Eastern
approaches which is self-transcendence" (Cowley, 1993, p. 5 32). Transpersonal
psychology draws heavily from the mystical traditions of Hinduism and Buddhism to
identifjr transpersonal levels of consciousness. As mentioned previously, transpersonal
psychology also grew out of the work fkom both the psychoanalytical school (Jung and
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Assagioli) and humanistic school (MasIow, Sutich and Rogers) [Cowley & Derezotes,
19941. A leading transpersonal theorist Ken Wilber developed a paradigm explaining
these higher levels of consciousness building upon both the Eastern and Western schools
of thought The main focus of transpersonal psychology recentiy has been to both

examine and i d e n t e ways people can reach these higher levels of consciousness with the
goal of greater mental health (Cowley, 1993; Cowley & Derezotes, 1994; Fahlberg,

Wolfer & Fahlberg, 1992; Kason & Degler, 1994; Grof & Grof, 1990; Merker, 1997;
Watson, 1994).
The paradigm that Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) presents is a h e w o r k for
understanding human nature that incorporates the spiritual dimension, defines an
understanding of spirituality, and M e r elaborates on a process for developing spintual
growth. Although many of the elements of Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigm
and the understanding of human nature can be found in the theories of Jung, Frankl and

transpersonai psychology, the articulation by Hatcher (1 982) and Danesh (1994) remah
unique. In this paradigm the main elements of spirîtuality are integrated into a unified
whole which the author would characterize as a "metatheory".
Underlying this particular paradigm is a model of human nature. Tjeltveit (1989)
argues that identifying one's model of human nature is essential when engaging in
psychotherapy. The understanding of human nature shapes the individual's worldview

and underpins one's practise with clients. Tjeltveit believes that models of human beings
are both descriptive, that is "they state what human beings are or are hypothesized to ben

(p. 1) as well as "inevitably evaluative"as they also include "beliefs about ideal or

optimal human behaviour"(p. 2).

Withlli this paradigm Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) present a mode1 of human
beings as comprîsing two parts; the physical and the spirituai. The physical realrn
includes ou.physical body with al1 its physical needs. The spiritual part comprises our

soul and involves our spirihial needs. The physical and spirihial parts of human beings
interact within the human mind (Danesh, 1994). Defïning the physical and spiritual
aspects of human nature Hatcher (1982) States "three essentid aspects of the character of
man: his genetic endoment, which is purely physical; his soul and its capacities, which

are purely spirituai; and education, which is both physical and spirihial" (Hatcher, 1982,
p. 1). Therefore human beings are viewed as comprised of three equal components; our

innate, inherited and acquired characteristics. Our innate characteristics are the unique
individual spiritual capacities we are bom with (ie: our soul), our inherited characteristic
include the genetic endowments we receive kom our parents (ie: physicai characteristics
and capacities) and nnally the acquired chamcteristics are those capacities that we

develop fiom our interaction with the environment. (ie: both physical and spintual).
Within these capacities there are no value judgements given to either the physical or
spirinial human capacities; that is each capacity can be used either positively or
negatively. Just as the physical element of human beings have physical capacities so too
does the soul have spiritual capacities. These capacities are expressed in human beings in
our ability to h o w , to love and to will.
Katcher's (1982) definition of spirituality that is used in this practicu, refers more to
the process of becoming a spiritual person. He explains that "spirihiality is the process of
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the Ml, adequate, proper, and harmonious development of one's spirihial capacities"

(p.2). Spirituaiity within this dehition is viewed as inherently purposeful with the
objectives of growth, development and transcendence @anesh, 1994). This definition of

spintuality has the underlying assumption that spirituality is a developmental process.
Spiritual growth is viewed also as an "educational process of a particular sort" (Hatcher,
1982, p. 3). The £ k tstep in that process is for the individual to become aware that "the
process is useful, necessary and realistically possible" as well as "fully alert to the
objective existence of the spiritual dimension of reality" ( p. 7).
However, recognition of our spiritual dimension is not enough but rather "the effort to
conform oneself to the standards of behaviour, thought and attitude expressed by the
various laws" (p. 8) that spring fkom the different sacred traditions. The helping
professions have historically had great difficulty with the concept of universal spiritual
laws based on the assumption that universal values have "absolutistic tendencies" that are
"tainted by authoritarian, narrow, and judgmental fiames of reference that are
incompatible with the personal fieedom that we p r i x and that we attempt to promote in
our therapeutic interventions" (Bergin, 1988, p. 25-26). Bergin counten however, that
"arguments that pit universals or absolutes against fieedom over sirnplifi the situation.
Obedience to moral values is in principle no different from obedience to physical laws"
(p. 26). The development of spiritual growth is therefore seen as a two fold process;

acceptance of the spintual dimension and then a subsequent willingness to change one's
behaviour. Finally, spirituality is seen as a gradual process (understood to be ongoing

throughout the life of the self) and "is not to be attained by any once-and-for-al1 act of
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faith" (Hatcher, 1982, p. 16).
Dudley & Helfgott (1990) claim that believing in spiriniality requires a belief in the
soul which is inherently controversial in social work practise. Like spirihiality the soui is
dinicult to define as it "resists our Western need for operational definitions (Eikins, 1995,
p. 195). For purposes of this practicum there is an underlying assumption of the existence

of the soul, however knowing and understanding the soul is not obtained through rational
or logical means but through phenomelogical means (Eikins, 1995). Soul refers to the
spiritual aspect of individual human beings.

Our ability to know refen to "al1kinds of knowing, such as conscious, subconscious
and unconscious forms of knowing, intuition, and the knowledge we gain through the less
well understood phenomena of inspiration and insight" (Danesh, 1994, p. 64).
Epistemology generally identifies several types of knowledge (perceptual, a priori
[knowledge independent of expenence], moral, memory and induction) and appears to
have the greatest understanding of perceptual types of knowledge with less mastery of the
phenomenological kinds of knowledge. There is limited recognition of the spiritual
dimension of knowledge with some theorists actually denying the very existence of this
type of knowledge (Pollack, 1986). Knowledge as understood in this practicum is
categorized into three subtypes: rational/logical, intuitivekreative and spiritual/divine.
Hurnan beings are understood as still needing to develop theu knowledge regarding the
spirituavdivine elements of themselves, the world and God or Higher Power (Danesh,
1994). Ellcins (1995) argues that exploring the spiritual dimension would have
"epistemological implications that would help free us fiom the rigid scientism of our

profession and would legitimize other approaches to knowledge" (p. 195). The ability to
love is d e h e d as

"an active force of attraction" that "creates life, nurtures and enhances

growth and development, and creates unity and harmony" (Danesh, p. 68-9). Finally, our

capacity to will refers to our abili~,to initiate and sustain action as well as choose
between right and wrong.
These spiritual capacities when guided by moral values interact in a hierarchical and
cyclical fashion with our capacity to know detexmined as the stating point, followed by
our capacity for love and ending with our capacity for will. Hatcher ( 1982) Fûrther

Knowledge leads to love which generates the courage to act
(i.e., faith) which forms the b a i s of the intention to act
(i.e., motive and good will) which in turn leads to action itself
(i.e., good deeds). (p.20).

In the process of developing one's spintuality the spiriWdivine type of knowledge is
required to begin the cycle. Danesh claims that only when these three capacities work in
harmony will human beings find tme happiness. (see Figure 1).
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III)Intervention Prepianning
The following group intervention was planned using the Hatcher (1982) and Danesh
(1994) paradigm with the hypothesis that encouraging group participants to explore their

spirituaiity could result in increased psychological health in the group participants. This
is important in a child welfare setting where most of the clients involved in the agency are
stmgghg with various life issues (eg: parentin& relationships). Helping group

participants to explore their spirihiality was based on the premise that this wouid
hopefully increase the capacity of the group participants to deal with their particular life
stressors and therefore be at less of a Bsk for protective intervention by the agency.
A) Group Context
i) Descri~tionof the Agencv.

W i p e g Child and Family Services is a legislated child welfare agency govemed by

The ChiId and Family Services Act (Province of Manitoba, 1985). The agency is
mandated to provide both child protection and voluntary family preservation services.
The agency is responsible for both the city of Winnipeg and four rural areas that surround
the city. At the time of the intervention the author was employed as a resource worker in

-

one of the rural units at Winnipeg Child and Family Services East Area located in the
Steinbach Resource Centre. The author'sprimary job fûnction included prevention type
work; that is working with voluntary clients and developing appropriate programs for
agency clients.

. .

ii) Descnution Of the Communa.
The resource centre is located in the city of Steinbach (population 1 1,364)
approxhately 50 kilometres southeast of the city of Winnipeg, Manitoba The
population served by this particular office consists largely of German Mennonite and
French Canadian peoples. Other ethnic groups in the area include Métis, Ukrainian,
British, Dutch and Laotian peoples. This particular unit is responsible for providing child
welfare services to the Rural Municipalities of Ste. Anne, LaBroquerie and Hanover
including the city of Steinbach and the village of Ste. Anne, an area which has a total
population of 27,088 people. Located north and east of the resource centre is the R.M.
of Ste. Anne, R.M. of LaBroquerie and Ste. Anne village with a total population of 7,282
people, the majority of which are of Francophone descent. Many of the residents in this

area continue to use French as their first language. The R.M. of Hanover surrounds the
city of Steinbach but also extends M e r south and West for a total population of 8,442
people. The people in both the town of Steinbach and the R.M.of Hanover are of
principally German Mennonite descent. Although English is spoken by most residents in
this area, over two thirds of the residents speak both English and Low German. These
population demographics reflect the early seîtiement patterns of southeast Manitoba.
Approximately 65% of the population reside within the city of Steinbach, the village of
Ste. Anne or one of several other small cornmunities. The econornic base of the area is
primarily agriculhual however many of the residents of the R.M. of Ste. Anne and the
village of Ste.Anne located closer to Winnipeg work and cornmute to the city. Other
areas of employment within the region include manufacturing, construction,
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transportation, utilities, services industries, trade, education and health-related services.
Unemployment rates within the R.M.of Hanover and city of Steinbach are relativeiy low
at 3.5% but are substantially higher within the R M . of LaBroquerie at 8%. Families

living on a low income range fiom 8% in the KM. of Hanover to 12% in the R.M. of Ste.
Anne. Approximately 5% of al1 families in the southeast area are headed by a lone

fernale. (South Eastman Health, 1997-98).

B)
- Ç
i) gr ou^ Partici~antg.

At present there is an open ended rnother's group facilitated by an agency outreach
worker offered weekly in the Steinbach resource centre. This group has been part of the
preventative programs offered by the agency for the p s t several years. The group's
primary purpose has been to provide support and education to isolated, young and mostly

single mothers in the town of Steinbach and surrounding area. In the p s t , time limited
programs have been offered on parenting skills and anger management techniques. Over
the 1 s t 2 years a core of women have developed who attend regularly; however, the
group rernains open with new members invited to join. nie majority of the present group
memben are under the age of 30 years and parenting their children either done or with
only sporadic help fiom the chiidren's fathers. Most of the women are either living on
social assistance or on a lirnited income. Many of the group memben have been referred
by agency workers or other community coilaterals, however some mothers attend due to
word of mouth fiom either family or fiiends. In the six months pnor to the intervention
issues around spirituaiity had been touched upon briefly in group sessions. Afier this
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author made a presentation on the planned group intervention in December 1996 several
group members expressed both an interest and willingness to participate in a group on
spintualiîy.

Potential women for the group were contacted by telephone after expressing an
interest during the group earlier, and in person interviews were set up either in the office
or at their homes. Thirteen women in total were pre-inte~ewedfor the group ranging in
age fiom 17 to 29 years of age. Ten of the wornen were single parents, while the other
three women were married. Ten of the women had 1 to 2 children while three of the
women were caring for 3 to 4 children.
Participants for the spirituality group were pre-interviewed during the months of
March and April 1997. Demographic information was collected fiom al1 the women
interviewed. (Appendix 2). During the pre-interviews the following issues were
discussed: purpose and goals of the leader and group, video-taping, confidentidity and
the d e s of the group (for pre-inteniew oudine see Appendix 3). Participants were aiso

asked to fiIl out the consent forms and evaluation instruments (Appendixes 4,5,6 & 7).
Participants were also advised on how to obtain a copy of this practicum upon
completion. Of the thiaeen women interviewed, ten completed ail the required forms.
Between the pre-interview stage and the first few sessions of the group 7 women
indicated they were unable to attend for a variety of reasons (ie: child care problems,
employment). Two of the women couid not be contacted by the facilitator after the initial
meeting. Of the thirteen women interviewed 4 women completed the group intervention.

ii)

gr ou^
- Format.

Using the Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigrn of spirituality a
psychoeducational group intervention was planned. Toseland and Rivas (1995) define
this type of group as having a "focus on educating members as well a s on providing
exnotional support" (p. 188). Etih (1992) identifies a variety of group types ranging
fiom the self-help, support, psychoeducational to psychotherapeutic models. Support
groups ofien "resemble a social gathering" (p. 10) whiie psychoeducational groups focus
on teaching members new skills with the underlying philosophy king that "pathology is
associated with being undereducated, ill-infomed, or unprepared" (p. 13). This p d c u l a r
group intervention changed the existing group fiom a support to a psychoeducational

focus. The group was facilitated by the author, however the current outreach worker was
present a s a support to the group participants. There were 8 sessions ranging fkom 1- 112
to 2 hours in length. The group continued to be held in the conference room at the
Steinbach resource centre, startuig at the beginning of May 1997 and finishing at the end
of June 1997. Child care was provided. There was one break at the midpoint of each
group session with refieshments served throughout the sessions. Each group session was
videotaped to be used for weekly evaluation by the author's faculty advisor.

iii) Grour, Content.
An outline of the proposed group sessions was developed, then offered to the group.

The purpose of the group was to encourage group members to both acknowledge and
explore their spiritual capacities. The main themes to be covered in the 8 sessions
included our understanding of spirituality and an introduction of the Hatcher (1982) and

Danesh (1994) mode1 of spirituality, impediments to practising our spirihiality, our
understanding of the concept of love, how we practise our spirituality and teaching
spirituaiity to our children.

The group sessions began with exploring the phenornena of near death experiences as
a way of opning up the subject of spirituality. To develop an understanding of
spirïtuality and using our capacity to Rnow, group members fjrst reviewed their
definitions of spirituality collected during the pre-interviews and contrasted them with
definitions found by the facititator in the literature. The Hatcher (1982) and Danesh
(1994) paradigm was then presented as a guiding h e w o r k for future sessions. Group
members ability to Rnow was viewed as starting with an understanding of spirituality by

using this k e w o r k and group members were encouraged to view this learning process
in growth t e m . Ellrins et. al. (1 988) indicate "religion has been the mother of the
world's greatest spirihial giantsl'@. 8) and group participants were encouraged to draw
upon their own religious traditions in gaining knowledge about their spirihiality.
Participants who did not adhere to any religious tradition were encouraged to explore
various traditions that provide spirihial guidelines. A session was spent on what hampers

our ability to practise our spirituality. This was important for the women to identiQ the
roadblocks that ail people face in life in reaching our full potential. The women who
attended this support group had often expressed difficulty with parenting their children
and part of the group sessions were devoted to fkding ways to pass on spiritual
knowledge to their children. Teaching this knowledge to their children was based on the
premise that if children intemalize this guidance they wiil grow up to be psychologically
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hedthier human beings. Passing this knowledge of spintuality onto OLU children was
explored in the group with a presentation of the "Virtues Guide: A Handbcmk for Parents
Teaching Virtues". (Popov & Popov, 1990) and William J. Bennet's (1993) book "The
Book of Vimies: A Treasury of Great Moral Stones". The "Virtues Guide" (Popov &
Popov, 1990) identifies 52 virtues presented in a lesson plan format which includes a
sacred writing specinc to that particular virtue, definition of the vïrtue to be learned and
explanation of why and how to practise the virtue. For the purposes of this group the
sacred writing was omitted in keeping with the secular stance of the agency. Some of the
examples of *es

included are: caring, determination, friendliness, generosity, honesty,

patience and truthfulness. Popov 62. Popov (1990) encourage parents to pick and choose
between the Wtues according to their chiidren's needs and the parents' personal comfort
with each particular virtues.

Our ability to love begins with self love and is already one of the major benefits smail
groups usually help develop in their memben (Butler & Wintram, 1992). Once group

members can accept and love themselves they c m reach out and love other group
members but also could be encoumged to express their love to their families, community

and society as a whole. An exploration of the concept of love was done using Dr. M.
Scott Pecks 's bestselling book "The Road Less Travelled" (1978). Definitions of love

fiom the Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1 994) framework were also presented. This
paradigm would view the development of the spiritual capacity of love for group
members as beginning with self love, developing the ability to love beyond themselves

and eventuaily towards others through acts of service.
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In exploring how our capacity to will changes our behaviour group members reviewed
a variety of materials on how to practise one's spinniality both privately and within
community. Individual practises of spirituality were reviewed however the group
sessions focused on developing a "global spirituaiity". included in this global spirituality
was the encouragement to pass on this practise of spintuality to their children.

iv) Evaluation Procedureg.

An AB research design was implemented with the group participants assessed using

both quantitative and qualitative measures. To evaluate the group on a weekly basis the
sessions were videotaped and reviewed by the author's facdty advisor. These videotapes
were also used in the evaluation portion of this practicum report. M e r each group
session Stiles (1984) Session EvaZuarion Questionnaire (Version 3) was completed by al1
group participants (Appendix 8). Two standardized measures were also administered to
the participants before and afker the group intervention. These included the Self-Eflcacy
Scale (Sherer, Maddux, Mercandante, Prentice-Dunn, Jacobs & Rogers, 1982)[Appen&
51 and the Aficr Balance ScaZe (Bradburn & Noll, 1994) [Appendix 61. Group

participants were also asked to cornpiete a questionnaire developed by the author. A
complete analysis of the evaluation measures will be included in the evaluation portion of

this practicum.
This author initially hypothesized that encouraging group participants to explore theû
spirituality could result in increased psychological health. However, this author also
anticipated this group intervention would only reaiistically begin to address the issue of
group participants' spiritual capacity to h o w and may at best enhance participants'
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spiritual capacity to love. Measurable change in group participants behaviour would take
longer than an 8 week group intervention. If however, the introduction of spirituaiity
into a child welfare seîting increases group participant's coping abilities, this in tum may
result in group participants being better able to care for their children and therefore
avoiding the potential for fiiture invasive interventions by the agency.

IV) Observations of Group Sessions
A) Groua Session One: Introduction to Snirituality

i) gr ou^ Proces$.

In the first group session the purpose included uitroducing group participants to each
other, reviewing the goals of the spirituality group and d e f ~ group
g
d e s . Plans were
also to watch a short film on near death expenences in order to open up the topic of
spirihiality. There were a number of group members who knew each other nom the
ongoing Mother's group held at the agency every Tuesday aftemoon. The purpose of the
group and the need for videotaping the sessions was reviewed. Group d e s were
reviewed ftom the initial interviews with group members and none of the participants
expressed either any difficulty or requested changes be made to the established d e s .
(see Appendix 9). Before the beginning of the group seven women showed up, however
two participants left the session early due to their children reacting negatively (crying

inconsolably) to the child care provided for the group sessions.
The group session began with a review of the purpose and goals of the spirituaiity

group. An icebreaker exercise was used that had each participant answering five nonthreatening questions about themselves. As mentioned earlier several group members
knew each other nom previous group participation. M e r the icebreaker exercise the
group members viewed a 1990 Canadian Broadcasting Corporation Man Alive
production entitled "Back From The Light" (Cbemiak, 1990) which chronicles several
people's near death expenences. The film descnbes the cornmon elements that
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individuals undergo with a near death experience; the universality of the phenornena; an
out of body feeling, seeing or tallcing to deceased famüy and fiends, a bnght light in the
distance that one is approaching and an al1 encompassing sense of love. The film claims
that most people are observed as undergoing ciramatic behavioral changes after a near
death experience. These changes include a refocusing of Me's priorities; usually towards

a more spiritual goal. This phenomena has been well documented by other authos and is
of particular interest to certain academics (ie: transpersonal psychologists) studying
alternative states of consciousness (Kason & Degler, 1994).
The response of the majority of the group participants to the film was largely that of
cynicism. Several group members challenged the validity of near death experiences

citing the belief that either the dmgs used during heroic resuscitation efforts or the
endorphins secreted by the bmin in response to pain were responsible for these
individual's common expenence. There was speculation by group members that most
people want or need to believe that there is life afler death and these near death
expenences help people deal with their fear of death. Some group members also
recounted stories of fiiends who had undergone very negative near death expenences that
included our society's worst fear about hell. This somewhat unexpected response to the

film nom group members appears to be in part a result of, several member's own
hallucinogenic experiences with both alcohol and dmgs. Several group members
recounted their own expenences while under the influence of alcohol and dmgs that
included hallucinations with death themes. The session ended with an overview of plans
for M e r sessions, which included exploring how spirituality is defined, what stops us
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fiom practising our spirituaIity, how we understand love, how to practise our spirituality
and finally how to pass on spirituality to our children.

ii) Gram Observationg.
Overall this session was fiee flowing but also dominated by the group participants
who had previously been in the Mother's support group. This is a common fbding in
established groups as the communication patterns set by group members often continue
into the next group experience (Toseland & Rivas, 1995). One member of this group
even felt cornfortable enough to help in facilitating the icebreaker exercise which could
be interpreted fiom traditional group work theory as a loss of control by the facilitator.
However, in group work from a feminist perspective it can also be seen as a desirable
group goal based on the belief that the group process should reflect group needs in order
for women having the opportunity for self-expression (Butler & Wintram, 1991). In
retrospect, more input could have been encouraged fiom the group members who mostly
listened. As mentioned previously the response received fiom some group members to
the film was not anticipated by the faciiitator but did result in lively discussion.
Unfortunately the strongly opinionated responses of the majority of the group members
may have resulted in the less vocal participants being reluctant to express alternative
viewpoints.
B) c h ua

t
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i) gr ou^ Process.

The second group session goal included exploring how the concept of spirituality is
understood. Plans were to examine both the participant's definitions of spirituality dong
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with definitions found by the facilitator. Group members included five participants; four
of whom were the same wornen who had corne to the fkst session. These four women
who had attended both the first and second sessions later developed into the core
participants of the group.

The session began with a visual that had a number of d e f ~ t i o n provided
s
by both the
group participants and other definitions found in the literature by the group facilitator
(Appendix 10). An d o g y was presented to differentiate between spirituality and

religion for the participants. Spirituafity is seen as akin to our eyes while religion is the
glasses we either choose or are prescribed for us to Wear. Therefore, everyone has
spinhiality inherent in themselves while religion can be how some people choose to
practise their spirituality. Finally, a visual of the Hatcher (1 982) and Danesh (1 994)
fknework for understandag spirituality was introduced and discussed. This visual
remained posted throughout the remaining sessions.
During this discussion about how we undentand spirituality, the religious abuses by
the churches in the past were raised. The woman were able to see that the past abuses
were ofien a result of religious leaders applying the literal meanings instead of
understanding the "true"message in religious teachings. One example that was used was

the biblical quote that states "spare the rod, spoil the child" which group members
asserted had been used in the past and unfortwiately continues in the present day, to

justiQ physically abusing children. An alternative explanation of the rod as a shepherd's
rod which is used to guide sheep rather then hit them over the head was accepted by the
group rnembers as closer to the spint of that particular religious teaching.
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M e r the break four quotes fkom Tom Harper's book "God Help Us" were used to
open up discussion about spirituality (Appendix 11). The first quote wams against
various gurus offering easy formulas for developing our spirituajity that is a result of ou.
"infantile lust for magic" (p. 3 1). In response to this statement, one group member was
able to describe overhearing her children's conversation after Sunday schooi a few weeks
prior that seemed to M e r illustrate this point. During this Sunday school class the
children had ail accepted Jesus into their h e m with a subsequent explanation of one
child to the other, that as a result of this acceptance they wodd no longer have any
problems and Satan would never bother them again. The conversation ended with the
children singing the Song "Hakuna Matata: It's My Problem Free Philosophy" fiom 1994
Walt Disney "Lion King" movie. M e r some laughter the women were able to appreciate
that a number of people in this world are searching for a magic solution to their life's

problems, however agreed that developing and maintainhg one's spirituaiity is an
ongoing and often difficult process. Other women cited the recent surge in psychic

hotlines as another example of people's need for easy answes to life's difficulties.
A M e r discussion ensued about the patriarchal language inherent in most religions.

InitialIy the women al1 stated that the gender biased language in most religions did not
bother or impact on their spirituality. However, as some group members were able to cite
experiences that their gender had been used to control them fiom a religious perspective
(ie: justifying women being downtrodden due to Eve originaily bringing sin into the

world), they were able to understand the effect that patriarchal language within religions
had had on their lives. The women ended the conversation laughuigly asserthg that
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although women were created last (according to the literal interpretation of the Bible)
perhaps God had "saved the best for last". The session ended with al1 participants
planting flower seeds in small pots to symbolize our growth together as we explored our

spintuaiity. These pots were placed in die middle of the table during each subsequent
group session.
ii) Grouo Obsewationg.
During the discussion over definitions one group member was cordortable enough to

chide the author over a comment that some of the definitions chosen fiom the literature
were perhaps too academic. Although the comment was not intended to question the
group members' intellectual ability, obviously the group member felt the author was
making some assumptions about her capacities. This was a good learning experience for
the author in re-evaiuating perhaps unconscious negative assumptions that group

members would not be able to understand academic information. Fetninist theonsts argue
that there is ofien a view amongst the middle class (who largely makeup staff of the
helping professions), to have negative stereotypes about their "working class" clients who
are believed to be "inarticulate, ignorant and incapable of developing sophisticated ideas"
(Butler & Witram, 1991, p. 48). As will be illustrated by the following group session
reports this assumption was proven false tirne and t h e again.
"Self-discovery" has k e n identified by Butler & Wintrarn (1991) as one of the
benefits of groups with women. This phenornena became quite evident in the discussion
around patnarchai religions. Although the women initially felt this reality in our present
world did not affect them, when they M e r examined their experiences they were able to
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articulate how the patriarchal religious language had irnpacted on their lives and psyche.
Before spirituaiity was explored further with the group memben, plans were for the next
session to ident*

roadblocks to practising our spirituality to its full potential.

C) Groua Session Three: What S t o ~ sUs From Practisin~Our S~irituality
i) gr ou^ Process.

The purpose of group session three was to examine impediments to developing our
spirituality. This exploration of obstacles to practising our spirituaiity was done with a
combination of a u d i o v i d presentation, completion of a written handout and group
discussion. Five women attended the session, however severai of the participants came
into the group feeling ovenvhelmed with their individual responsibilities and one woman

was also physically il1 partially due to her particular heavy load of child care.
To begin the discussion the group session started with everyone viewing an excerpt
fiom the video, "Earth Walk: A Quest for Weil-Being" (Gauthier & Van Brabant, 1992).
The film follows three women in their search for healing fiom a variety of abusive

expenences. The short excerpt used in the group session presents a First Nations woman

Edna Manitowabi (aka Asinykwe) telling her lifestory and how she dealt with her
childhood abuse. In the film, Edna retells her lifestory and chronicles her path to healing
which includes letting go of one's past pain, resentment and anger, with her belief that if
one does not go through this process people will remain stuck in these stages. Edna felt
that only through forgiveness was she able to let go of her past and move on to healing
(Appendix 12). One group member strongly disagreed with forgiving people in the past
who had hurt her. The other women had varying degrees of acceptmce for forgiveness in

healing fiom past abuse.
M e r the video, group participants were asked to complete the form "Childhood
Messages" which rates individual's perceptions of how much our basic needs were met as
children (Howard & Howard, 1985, p. 19). Initially, several of the women stated that
they had resolved al1 of their past issues with their parents. However, as the discussion
ensued the pain for many group members of the unresolved issues with their parents were

clearly apparent. Most of the women expressed a strong cornmitment to "break the cycle"
by not repeating these abusive patterns with their own children. Feeling better about
themselves was identified as a necessary goal in order to be able to give emotiodly to
their own children. The women dso felt that even though there remained pain about their

childhood, they were able to be more forgiving towards their own parents especially afler

having children of their own.
Mer the break the group members participated in an exercise to identify both negative
and positive ways to deal with past unresolved issues. Using a flip chart the women
listed both the individual negative and positive responses one could have to past abuse
issues. Negative responses included a variety of self-destructive behaviours (substance
abuse, prorniscuity) and abusive behaviours towards others (including physical,
emotional and verbal abuse). Some of the positive responses suggested by the women in
helping us deal with unresolved issues included singing, listening to music, king with a
fiiend, crying, praying, reading and spending t h e outside in nature. The group member
who previously had difficulty with forgiveness continued to argue that revenge was a
positive way to deal with people who had hurt her in the past Other group members

challenged her on this position, with the women finally conceding that perhaps
fantasizing about revenge without the follow-up action could be positive in helping
iodividuals dealing with their past issues. This was a good example of how the women
dealt with dissenting opinions within the group.
ii)

gr ou^

Observations.

The issue of forgiveness was dominant topic in this group session. Forgiveness
remains a controvenial issue in the treatment of childhood abuse victims, especially
within Christian c o r n r n ~ t i e where
s
victims ofien feel forced to forgive prematurely
based on the Christian doctrine of forgiveness. Heggen (1 993) believes that forgiveness

must be seen as o d y part of the healing and that reconciliation between the offender and
victim is a" difficult process which involves repentance, restitution, forgiveness-then
reconciliation" (p. 123). Bass & Davis (1988) on the other hand, argue that forgiveness is
not necessary to healing and claim that it is more important that victirns forgive
themselves while working through al1 the stages of healing. These authon c l a h that
once individuals forgive themselves, they will begin to feel forgiveness outwards and "it
just mturally extends itself to other people in the world" (p. 151). Overall, this session

was very difficult for al1 group members especially for a number of women who had

begun the group session feeling emotionally down. The session did illustrate that the
women were at varying stages in dealing with their unresolved childhood issues. The
facilitator checked with the women at the end of the session if they wanted to continue
the discussion of past issues in the next group. In the end however, d l the women wanted
to continue with the planned agenda and although this group session had been difficult,

group members felt it had also k e n constructive.

D)gr
i)

ou^ Session Four:

gr ou^

Love

Process.

The purpose of group session four was to examine the concept of love as one
component of the Hatcher mode1 of spirihiality. Plans were for the group to examine a
number of handouts on our understanding of love and to listen to an audiotape on the
subject. Attendance at this session were the regular four group members. To begin the
discussion Dr. M. Scott Peck's definition of love fiom his book, "The Road Less
Tntvelled: A New Psychology of Love, Traditional Values and Spirituai Growth" was
presented. Peck (1978) maintains that genuine love is "the will to extend one's self for
the purpose of nurturing one's own or another's spiritual growth" (p. 8 1). This definition

was contrasted with the popular idea of romantic love or falling in love which is

described by Peck as "a sex-linked erotic expenence" that is part of the "geneticaily
detemined institutional component of mating behaviour" (p. 90). While the expenence

of falling in love is often unsettling and can result in a loss of self control, real love
results in peace and serenity. One group member then read the article "Towards the
Dialogue of Love" by Dr. Robert L. Fastiggi which discusses how love is needed to
increase our tolerance and understanding of people different fiom ourselves. An exercise
was then done using a fiip chart where the women identified ways that love can be

practised. Some of the tangible dernonstrations of love included compassion, kindness,
patience, gentleness and forgiveness.

This led into a discussion by some of the women descnbing how their own
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emotionally deprived upbringing had impacted on their ability to meet the emotional
needs of their children. One group participant recounted that even though she had been
extremely emotionally neglected as a child and initially emotionally neglected her own
children, she made a conscious decision to break the cycle of neglect. Love was
described as a spirituai phenornena that defies quantification and is ofien misunderstood
as people sometimes believe one c m only give as much love as they themselves have

received in their lifetime. The "magic of love" was part of the answer to why this mother
was able to love and nwture her own children without having received the same kind of
care as a child.
After the break group members listened to an excerpt of an audio recording fkom
Peck's book "The Road Less Travelled: A New Psychology of Love, Traditional Values

and Spirinial Growth" (Peck, 1986-7) on how we can demonstrate our love to our
children by the act of listening (Appendix 13). Throughout the group session the wornen
kept referrhg back to their own experiences of love with their children and the
difficulties many of them had with meeting the emotional needs of their children as single
parents.
ii)

gr ou^

Observations.

Overall, this session was very fiee flowing. Al1 of the group participants were
preoccupied with concerns within their penonal lives and staying on topic was a constant
stmggle. Due to some unforeseen stress in the author's personal life (flood of the century)
this particular session was difficult. As a result the author feit very scattered and to
compensate for feelings of disorganization had over prepared information.
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Unfortunately, with too much information and the author's own distracted mindset the
resulting session was more fiee flowing than usual.

E) Grouo Session Five: How Do We Practise Our Sairituality (Part 1)
i) Grour>Procesg.

The purpose of session five was to explore how different people are exploring and
practising their spirituality. Plans were for group members to view a film on women and
spintuaMy and to guide group discussion with written handouts. Before the film the
women discussed fbture sessions where it was agreed to spend two more sessions

examining how we can practise their spintuaiity, one more session on how we pass
spirituality onto our children and a final ending session reviewing al1 the material covered
to date.

For this session there were only three group rnembers present - one of the regular

participants was home il1 with her children. An injured baby bird (Killdeer) was also
present in the group as one member had found an injured bird a few days earlier and was
attempting to nurse the bird back to health.
To begin this session the group memben viewed the National Film Board video, "Full
Circle" (Marshi, Read, Pettigrew & Basmajian, 1993). This production is the fuial film

in a series of three that examines women and their spirituality particdarly in regards to
ancient Goddess traditions. This particular film chronicles the recent resurgence in
Wicca, pagan and First Nations peoples' spiritual practises and their historical roots in
ancient Goddess worship. Although the video had k e n previewed three times prior to
the group session by the author a scene during a pagan wedding ceremony where some of
the wedding guests were naked had not been noticed. During the film one of the women

noticed the "naked man" dancing and immediately commented during the viewing.

In the discussion following the film, the roots of many of the modem day religious
ceremonies were identified as coming originally fiom the ancient pagan beliefs. The lack
of tolerance by adherents of fundamentalist religions who both fear and view pagan
religions as satanic was discussed. Using the Hatcher mode1 of spirituality I encouraged
the group members to use their spiritual capacity to "know"in £ksiexplonng different
religious and spintual practises with an open mind and then choose what beliafs and
practises they hold to be valid.
Reverence and respect for the earth was another theme prevalent in al1 the various
spiritual practises presented in the video. This observation led into a discussion of how
patriarchal religions have largely abused the earth stemming £tom the Christian doctrine
of male domination over al1 other life forms including women. The rise in feminism and
the women's spintuality movement are now presenting an alternative life-affirmllig
viewpoint. For al1 the membea of the group caring for the environment was an important
issue. The love of animals was extremely important for one women which was
symbolized by her bringing an injured bird the session. At the end of the group an
excerpt by Brother Wayne Teasdale discussing common elements of spiritual practise
was handed out to the women. (Appendix 14).

ii) gr ou^ Observatiom.

In retrospect, this video portrayed some very unorthodox spiritual practises which
could be constnied as satanic by many people in the conservative community such as
Steinbach. One group member appeared uncornfortable during the group session, which
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the author had initially atûibuted to the "naked man" but in a later conversation with her,
she had felt most upset by the presence of a little girl with the "naked man" during the
wedding ceremony. Group members became quite aware of how uncornfortable the
author was with what had been portrayed in the film, as w e l as her embarrassrnent at in

misshg this particular scene after watching the film three tirnes. However, it appeared
rather than being offended by the Nm the women enjoyed using this incident as source of
teasing of the author during the rest of the group sessions. In response to this particulas

fiim,the author decided to present more orthodox practises of spirituality for the next
group session.

F)Crouo Session Six: How Do We Practise Our S~iritualitv(Part 2)
i) Grouo Process.

The sixth group session continued the topic fiom the previous week; how we practise
our spirituality in our everyday lives. The plan for the group was to listen to a tape of a
recent radio broadcast on spirituality, discuss the themes present in the recording and
M e r discussion with a written handout on practising spirituality in our everyday lives.
The purpose of this group session was to present aspects of spirituality that include more

than an individual practise. There were five women present for this group; the core of
four women and another women's sister (visiting from out of town), who asked to be part

of the group for the day. Before the group began several of the wornen continued to joke
about the previous session's film. None of the group members seemed to be upset about
the contenf rather enjoyed teasing the author for the reaction of discornfort when the

"naked man" scene was pointed out to myself.
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The group started with listening to an episode of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation's program "Morningside" aired previously on Good Fnday, March 28th
1997. (Appendix 15). In this episode Shelagh Rogers i n t e ~ e w e dthree religious leaders

on their understanding of spirîtuality. Themes fiom the audio tape that were expanded
upon in the subsequent discussion included 1) finding the spintual in our everyday lives,

2) the idea that spirituality involves more than a private practise but also "engagement
with the world" which Uicludes an attempt at "mending the world" and 3) an examination

of the New Age spirituality.

In response to the audiotape to "fmding the spiritual in our everyday lives" an example
was inspiringly demonstrated by one group member's experience with her elderly
neighbour. Even with this women's extremely heavy load as a single parent of several
young children, she had found tirne to help her elderly neighbour shovel her walk during
the past winter. Other women in the group were able to both see this as a spiritual act as
well as giving the women accolades for helping her neighbour. As stated by the Rabbi in
the CBC radio program "it's in the ordinary that the extraordinary happens".
When the concept of "mending the world" was discussed, the women initially
expressed being overwhelmed but also had feelings of guilt over al1 the problerns in the
world today. Some women talked about avoiding the daily news in the past as a way of
dealing with their feelings of helplessness. When the women were able to examine what
they do have control over in their own lives they realized the great deai of power they
have in raising and teaching their children with spiritual virtues. The women were able to
see they could have a significant impact on the next generation by the way they chose to
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raise their own children; particuiarly their male children. Another area these women
identified that could help in mending the world included recycling.
Finally, the women discussed whether one needed a religion to practise one's
spirituality. Al1 of the women felt that religion was necessary. Several commented that
they were unsure on how one could h d guidance on practisiag their spirituality without a

religious f h e w o r k . One group member was quite critical of the New Age philosophies
which she stated was nothing more than "theft from other religions and then they try and
sel1 it to you". She M e r cited a quote fiom an native elder who stated that New Age is

an "abuse of spirituality" as New Age followers bomw but do not have to know, study
or believe any religious doctrine.
After the break I again reviewed the Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) mode1 of
spirituality by using an analogy of a car. The body of the car is akin to our capacity for
knowledge; we choose what type of car and the options we want or need. If we seek more
knowledge we then leam more about our spirituality. Our capacity for love is the gas in

the car; it is the driving force behind our spirituaiity. Finally, our capacity for will is
similar to where we choose to go with our car; we ultimately have the freedom to choose
how we practise our spirituality.
The group was then presented with fiuther excerpts fiom Brother Wayne Teasdale's
article "Toward Spirinial Concord: Elements of a Universal SpintuaMy" identiSring
seven elements of a global spirituality even though he claims "thereare literally
thousands of forms of spintuality"(p. 145) [Appendk 161. Teasdale's first element
the "capacity to live morally" sparked a long discussion regarding human
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nature and the origin of evil. Some group members stated that even with their deprived
backgrounds where they observed abuse and violence, the women knew inherently these
actions were wrong. This discussion was another example of the women being able to
engage in philosophical conversations. Time ran out before any more of Teasdale's
elements of global spirituality could be discussed and it was agreed the group would
finish this exercise in the next group.

ii) gr ou^ Observationg.
The story about one group member helping her neighbour appeared to have great
impact on many of the group members. Finding these women willing to [end a helping
hand even with their difficult Iife circumstances was t d y inspiring. However these
women also wondered what they could do with al1 their own restrictions due to their
economic position and child care responsibilities. The fact that even with these econornic
barriers these women were able to give of themselves speaks to the strength of the human
spirit to transcend the most depnved backgrounds.

G ) Group Session Seven: How Do We Practise Our SoirituaMy? (Part 3) &
y$*
i *

The purpose of group session seven was to continue discussing Brother Teasdale's
"Elements of a Universal Spiritudityl' and then review a parenting program on teaching
children vimies. The group began with gaining the women's permission for the author's
university faculty advisor to attend the final group session. Attendance included the four
core members of the group. A potluck party was planned for the final group session and
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some of the group members expressed sadness over the upcoming ending of the group.
Significant discÿssion resulted with a few of the ideas in the Teasdale handout. n i e
women initially interpreted the third element "spiritual solidarity" as practising thei.
spintuality with other people, usually within a church setting. Many of the women stated
that church attendance had been a difficult experience for them. Some group members
perceived various church congregations within their communities as having been
judgemental about their life circumstances, especially in respect to being single parents.
This perception resulted in some of the women ceasing to attend church. When the fi*
element of "simplicity of lifestyle" was discussed many of the women stated they were
forced to live a life of simplicity due to their poverty and had difficulty with this concept

as they had a great desire to better their econornic situation. Due to time constraints the
last two elements of Teasdale's "global spirituality" were lefi for the women to review on
their own.
M e r the break excerpts fiom Popov & Popov's (1991) "Vimies Guide: A Handbook
for Parents Teaching Virtues" was presented to the women. The guide's understanding of
the three elements of children's true nature was presented; "their inherited traits, their
unique temperament and their unique capacities: gifts,talents, abilities, limitations"
(p. 2 1). Parents are believed to only have the ability to impact on their children's

capacities. Children's spirituality like adult's is conceptualized as in the process of
"becoming". This understanding of out children's spiritual nature was related back to
Hatcher's mode1 of spirituality with our capacities to know, love and will. The women
completed a written exercise on examinhg their family of ongin values which resulted in
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a discussion on many of the group members' desire to change their parents negative
values with their own children. The women also becarne aware of how many of their
parents' values (which were positive) had continued to stay with them and their families.

ii)

gr ou^

Observations.

Keeping the women on topic was a continual stiuggle throughout this session. This
was partially due to one group member needing and receiving support for several

difficdties that she had expenenced in the past week. This could be anticipated as this
paaicular group continued to have elements of a support group. Support groups are
beneficial for groups of young mothers' who are stmggling with many difficulties. Butler
& Wintram (1 992) identify several benefits fiom women meeting together. These include

" 1) a source of immediate support, where the knowledge that the meeting will take place
every week provides a safkty net in itself; 2) a place to recognize shared expenences and
the value to be derived from these; 3) a way of breaking down isolation and loneliness;
4) the source of a different perspective on persona1 problems; 5) a place to experience

power over personal situations with the capacity to change and have an eRect on these;
6) a source of niendship" (p. 17). Two of the women who had met in the group later

developed a fkiendship that is maintained to this date.

During the discussion regarding "living simply" the economic differences between the
facilitator and outreach worker and the group members becarne glaringly apparent. Many
of the women were able to relate how they were able to budget and "live simply" by
necessity. This made justifLing this spiritual goal particularly difficult for both the
facilitator and outreach worker. One group member however, did indicate that the value
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of simplicity was important to her, and even if her economic situation improved she
would continue to instill this value in her children.
A) Grouo Session Eieht: Teachinr S~iritualitvto Our Children & Ending

i) Group Process.

The purpose of this session was to M e r review excerpts from the "Vimies Project",
summark the topics covered in the past eight sessions and spend sorne time saying

goodbye. Attendance for the final group were the four core group members dong with
the author's faculty advisor. Ali group members had brought a variety of food items
which were eaten throughout the group session.
Sections fiom the " V h e s Project" were handed out to the woman with the religious
quote removed. The "VVhies Projectî' includes religious citations fiom most of the
world's major religions at the beginning of each lesson plan for teaching children a
particular v h e . Based on the secular stance of the agency the direct religious
components were removed. A large poster of the 52 virtues covered in this parenting
guide was displayed. The underlying philosophy of the "Virtues Project" was
introduced; that is children are envisioned as an acom that develops with the help of
potential, education, oppominity aud effort by the child. Of the four elements parents
have the greatest opportunity to impact on the education of their children. The challenge
for parents is to choose the type of values they wish to pass on to their children and then
look for the "teachable moments". Group members reviewed the virtue of "Honesty"
fiom the "Vimies Project". To illustrate other parenting programs the Afkican folk story

"Tmth, Falsehood, Fire and Water" was also presented (Bemett, 1993, p. 637-8). "The
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Book of V h e s " ( B e ~ e t l ,1993) is a compilation of stories, fables and myths fiom

around the world that illustrate a particular moral teaching. The group reviewed one
more lesson plan on the virtue of "Kindness" followed by a poem encouraging kindness
to animais nom Bennett's (1993) book. Stemmhg fiom this presentation the contentious
topics of euthanasia and abortion were raised and the group members used the v h e s
poster in an attempt to find answers to the resulting moral dilemmas.
Finally, the formai part of the group was concluded by reviewing what had k e n
covered in the past eight sessions; exploring definitions of spirituaiity, presentation of the
Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) h e w o r k of spirihiality, issues that stop us Eom
practising o u . spirituaiity, examining the concept of love, ways to practise our spirihdity
and teaching spirituality to our children. A visual presentation of a car was shared with

the group participants, that explaineci a car as analogous to our capacity for knowledge.
As we gain more parts on our car the more fimctionai the car becomes and the more
knowledge we gain about our spirituality. The gas or fuel needed in the car is similar to
the concept of love; developing our capacity for love will result in more gas or fuel to

keep the car running. Finally, our will is where we choose to go with our car. The formal
part of the group was ended with the author wishing al1 group memben "Happy Travels"

in their ongoing development of their spirituality. Each group member were given their
plants and a card fiom the author as a thank you for participating in the group. Finally,
each group member was then asked to complete the evaluation instruments.
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ii) Gram Observations.
The continuing support many of these women need in their daily lives was illustrated
by the response of one participant to the "Virtues Guide". One group member who is a

single mother of several small children expressed feeling ovenvheimed with this further
parental responsibility to find "teachable moments" especially when she had found
providing for her children's physical needs tapped d l her strength. As this had been a
continuing theme for this particular participant arrangements were made to provide extra
support to this woman. Group rnemben suggested that the agency provide a group on
teaching children virtues in the hture for any interested parents as well as helping parents

identiQ those "teachable moments". Plans were made to offer this group during the next
year.
Severai of the women expressed feeling sadness over the group ending. Although
attempts were made to involve the women in the termination of the group (by bringing
food) actual discussion of the plans for the group ending had only begun in the previous
group session. Toseland and Rivas (1995) suggest that discussion of the group ending
should begin four sessions before temination.
During this session it was apparent that many of the women felt safe enough to start

discussing controversial topics such as abortion and euthanasia. Perhaps this was an
indication of the group having developed into the "mature" middle phase where most of

the work and tasks of the group are completed (Toseland & Rivas, 1995). With the
volume of material that needs to be covered using this paradigm of spirihiality any future
group interventions following this framework should include more group sessions.

V) Evaluation
The previous group work intervention had the main purpose of exploring spiritdity
with a group of young mothers using the Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigm.

nie hypothesis of this group intervention was that this exploration of the participants'
spiritual dimension could perhaps help the womzn increase their coping abilities. Certain
aspects of feminism also influencecl the group process. Subsequently, the guiding

principles underlying this particular group were similar to Butler & Witram (1992)
definition of feminist groupwork:
enabling women to meet and identiQ both their conmon and their
diverse dissatisfactions and needs and to translate these into wants.
The group process facilitates the exploration of ways in which
these wants can be met. Integrated throughout is the belief that
women have the right to seek power and control over their own
lives, and to feel secure in challenghg conventional images of
themselves. The group provides scope for re-evaluation, with
change emerging out of collective and individual action (p. 17).
In this part of the practicum report an overview of the hdings will be presented. An AB
research design was implemented with individual group members and the group process
evaluated using both qualitative and quantitative mesures.
A) Evaiuation Instruments

This author initially struggled in choosing the quantitative instruments that could
adequately measure components of spirituality. Instruments that measured components
of spintuality identified in the literature review were considered but not used for a variety
of reasons (length, strong religious bias). However, the use of quantitative instruments
seemed wholly inadequate to measure the concept of spirituality that is by definition
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subjective. Some assumptions were therefore made about introducing spirihiality withrn
social work practice with young single mothers. An increase in participants' spirituality
was believed to be positively correlated with psychological well-king and coping

abilities. This linkage between psychological health and individual spintuality has gained
increased attention and has been explored particularly in the nursing, health and pastoral
counselling literature (Boyd-Franklin, 1987; Bulkeley, 1996; Burke & Miller, 1996;
Genia, 1990a; Guttman, 1996; Hawks et al., 1995; Hinterkopf, 1994; Jacobs, 1989;

McBride & h s t r o n g , 1995; Lukoff, Tumer & Lu, 1992,1993; Martin & Carlson, 1988;
Prasinos, 1992; Prezioso, 1987; Sargent, 1990; Warfield & Goldstein, 1996)
On an individual level observations of the participants were made fiom the videotape.

These observations were contrasted with the two standardized measures arlministered
before and d e r the group intervention. The standardized measures used were the SelfEficacy Scale aka SES (Sherer et al., 1982)[Appendix 51 and the Affect Balance Scale

aka ABS (Bradbum & No (1, 1969)[Appendix 61. In analyzing the group process
observations were again made fkom the videotape. Participants were also requested to
complete the Session Evaluation Questionnaire aka SEQ (Stiles, 1994)[Appendix 41 at
the end of each group session. Fbally, information was also gathered from a

questionnaire designed by the author thai the group members completed before and &er
the group intervention.

B) Individual gr ou^ Members

Individual group members were evaluated nom three aspects; their intrapersonal,
interpesonal and environmental circumstances. At the intrapersonal level the majority of
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the group participants were stniggling with parenting issues, some more than others. This
was demonstrated in the gxoup by the fiequent discussions over the women's fhstrations

with parenting. On the interpersonal level the women described having difficulties in
their relationships with the fathers of their children, their boyfiends and their parents.
With each other in the group however, the women were very cornfortable in discussing

their issues with caudour and often appeared to feel support fiom the group.
In the environmental context, the women repeatedly discussed that this support group
had been a source of respite fkom their hectic lives. Many of the participants shared the

difficulties they experienced in living in the city of Steinbach. These women were ofien
ghettoized into low incorne housing complexes and felt they were judged harshly by the
cornmunity for not being married to the fathers of their children. Frequently the women
felt they were k i n g viewed as faitures for not being able to make the relationships with
their children's fathers into successfd marriages. This area of Manitoba has been referred

to as the "Bible belt", as the majority of people adhere to strong Christian values
stemming fkom their common Mennonite or Catholic heritage. Within the community the

value of mamage is held very strongly. Unfortumtely however, on occasion this value

has been taken to the extreme and used to justiQ women staying in abusive marriages.

The work ethic is aiso very strong in this community and many of the women felt m e r
judged for k i n g on welfare while caring for their children.
Butler & Wintram (1992) identify several common similarities in the life
circumstances with young single mothers. Some of these simiiarities included low
economic position, low education ievels, poor physical heaith, poor mental health, heavy
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caring responsibilities, multiple crises, substance abuse and experiences of violence. The

majority of women present in the group had al1 or most of the life circumstances
presented above. Stand (1995) identifies that poverty is the major obstacle to single
parents reaching their full potential and that "strategies that mediate the negative social
prescriptions of single parenthood and maximize the linkage to social supports" (p. 2162)
are the best way to help this particuiar population.
Two standardized measures were used to analyze both the coping and emotional state

of the participants. These measures were chosen in an attempt to find out if this group
intervention would have any impact on those dimensions of the participant's lives. The
ABS imtmment "is a 10-item instrument designed to measure psychological well-being,

especially mood state or happiness" (Fisher & Corocan, 1995, p. 20). Individuals are
measured on five positive and five negative dimensions; the negative score subtracted
from the positive score to resuit in scores ranging from O to 9. Bradbum (1969)
developed this instrument nom a humanistic theoretical orientation in his desire to
mesure "the subjective feeling States that individuals experience in their daily lives"
(p. 224-5). This 29 year old instrument has been shown with a number of studies to have

hi& internai consistency, as well as concurrent, predictive and construct validity (Fisher
& Corocan, 1995; Harding, 1982; Stacey & Ga& 1991).

The scores coliected from participants have been vinially represented by taking the

raw scores and graphing the values, which are compared with other group members both
before and after the group intervention. As indicated nom the visual presentation of the
participants' scores on the ABS scale, the scores for group members' A, B and D increased
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in value f i e r the group intervention, however decreased in value for group member C at
the end of the group. For participant C,it was observed that she was presenting as

increasingly overwhelmed with her child care duties towards the end of the group
sessions (see Figure 2).
The group participants were also asked to complete the SES instrument which
"measures general expectations of selfefficacy that are not tied to specific situations or
behaviour" (Fisher & Corocan, 1995, p. 525). This standardized measure is based on the
theory that "two types of expectancies exert powemil influences on behaviour: outcome
expectancies, the belief that certain behaviours will lead to certain outcornes; the selfefficacy expectancy, the belief that one c m successfully perfoxm the behaviour in
question (Sherer et. al., 1982, p. 663). The instrument bas 30 items with two subscaies
embedded within the scale: general self-efficacy and social self-efficacy. Total scores can

range fiom 23 to 115 with the assumption that higher scores indicate higher self-eficacy
expectations. The SES has been determined to have "fairly good intemal consistency,
with alphas of .86 for the general subscale and .71 for the social subscale" as well as

having "good critenon-related validity by accurately predicting that people with higher

selfefficacy would have greater success than those who score low in selfefficacy in past
vocational, education, and monetary goals" (Fisher & Cororan, 1995, p. 525).
The raw SES scores were also graphed for visual cornparison with other group
members before and after the group intervention. As illustrated the SES scores for group
members ranged fiom 56 to 82 points before the group and ranged fiom 62 to 78 points
f i e r the group. Scores for group members A and C decreased marginally in value,
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increased marginally in value for group member B and remained the same for group
member D after the group intervention. Due to the small n statistical analysis was not
possible, however the change in scores was minimal and would probably indicate Iittle
significant statistical change. Perhaps it could be said tbat since the participant's scores
fell within the micirange of possible scores, this would indicate only moderate levels of
selfefficacy in these women. In the results for both these standardized measures the
fïndings are limited by the mal1 sample size and the short tirne fiame (For visual graphs

of the subscales: see Appendix 17 for General Self-Efficacy and Appendix 18 for Social
Self-Efficacy). As indicated earlier a total of 9 women completed the entire pre-interview
process including the completion of the ABS and SES instruments. A graphical
cornparison of the scores of ail 9 women who were i n t e ~ e w e dbefore the group
intervention is presented in Appendix 19 and 20 for baseline information purposes.
C) Group Process

In evaluating the group process several areas were observed and assessed. These
included the communication patterns, group cohesion, the noms and roles within the
group, group culture, environment and development. In analyzing the group processes

during this intervention it is important to keep in mind that this group was an established
support group with the previous primary goal "to help members cope with stressful life
events and revitalize and enhance their coping abilities to more effectively adapt to and
cope with fuhue stressfixi life events"(Toseland & Rivas, 1995, p. 21). The group
dynamics that were established within the previous support group continue to influence
the dynamics of the spirituality group.

Schopler & Galinsky (1993) developed a model for understanding support groups
where these types of groups are "conceived of as the center of the continuum overlapping
with self help groups. . .at one extreme and treatment groups at the other" (p. 196). These
authors M e r identify the distinguishing characteristics of support groups as:
rnember-centered; leadership is provided by professionals,
volunteers, or at times, by members. Although leaders share
authority and are on somewhat equal terms with members,their
Iegitimacy tends to be based on training and expertise as group
facilitaton. ..the support group leader's task is to promote the
development of helping relationships among members. Membea
usually are expected to share their expenences, provide information,
give advice, and draw out other members. The intervention
technology of support groups tends to be varied, ranging fkom open
discussion to more structured sessions that engage members in
developing understanding, skill development, and problem-solving
(Schopler & Galinsky, 1995, p. 4-5)
The spiriiuaiity group intervention shifted the focus of the established support group to a
psychoeducational group model; or as indicated earlier by Ettin (1992) one step M e r
down the continuum towards the psychotherapeutic group model. Although the group
members expressed an interest in the topic of spirituality, the group members continued
to seek support from other group members with their particular life stressors throughout

this group intervention.
communication patterns within this group had been set pnor to the implementation of
the intervention. The natural tendency of newly fonned groups is to look to the facilitator
to set communication patterns (Garvin, 1987; Schwarz, 1994; Toseland & Rivas, 1995).
This support group was a well established group with concomitant well established
communication patterns. There was one member who had been very vocal in the
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previous support group and she continued this pattern in this group intervention. For the
few new members that had joined this group the author had to Uiitially encourage
participation. By group session three however, al1 group members spoke up regularly and
the interaction pattern resembled what Toseland & Rivas (1995) identiQ as "he-floating,

in which al1 members take responsibility for communicating according to what is k i n g
said and not said in the group" (p. 73). Broad participation is considered desirable as
active group members gain more therapeuticalIy and group cohesion increases (Rose,
1989). Although many authors (Garvin, 1987; Northen, 1988; Rose, 1989; Schwarz,
1994; Shulrnan, 1979; Toseland & Rivas, 1995) encourage this type of communication

pattern the author often had to focus the group members to the specific topic of the

session. The interaction pattern couid have been a result of this k i n g an established
support group, and even with a predetennuied program the women continued to use the
group for discussing and seeking support for their individual concerns.
Examples of open communication include the discussion in group session three, when

one group member expressed difficulty with forgiving her past abusers and felt that
revenge was a healthy response to dealing with her issues. The group members were able
to challenge her on her position and then corne to a consensus that perhaps revenge could

be considered acceptable if there was no action attached to the imagined revenge. As
stated earlier, this was an example of the group members being able to deal constructively

with dissenting opinions. On another occasion, after the film with the "naked man"
incident in group session £ive, an exploration by the author of the non-verbal cues of one
group member (she became quiet in response to the film) was needed. The group was
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able to taik about îheir responses to the f
ilm openly in the next group session and this
particuiar group member participated e q d l y in the following gmup sessions.
Toseland & Rivas (1995) define group cohesion as "the result of al1 forces acting on
members to remain in a group". Rose (1989) indicates that within group work cohesion
is considered important as "it appears to be correlated, under certain conditions, to
productivity, participation in and out of the group, self-disclosure, risk-taking, attendance,
and other vital concerns" (p. 27). There was a considerable amount of group cohesion
already present at the beginning of this group intervention. Group cohesion was
demonstrated by the great ded of laughter in moa sessions, teasing of the facilitator and
outreach worker, support for members that were stmggling with individual issues and
group members feeling safe enough to discuss controversial topics. At the end of the
group intervention there appeared to be strong group cohesion between the four core
members.

In respect to group n o m ; that is what is acceptable ways to behave in the group, these
norms appear to have also been established before this intervention. niroughout the
group, women felt cornfortable to discuss any topic in the group, sometimes as mentioned
previously resulting in the discussion straying off topic. Noms are M e r differentiated
between curative and antitherapeutic type n o m . Curative n o m include "selfdisclosure, feedback, socially appropnate behaviours, exchange of information and
advice, respect and acceptance of others, and propagation of hope and security" (Rose,
1989, p. 30-3 1). Antitherapeutic norms on the other hand, "interfere with group

formation or cohesiveness" and include such actions as "irregularattendance, fkquent
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tardiness, pairing off, excessive interpersonal aggression, excessive dependence on the
leader, dominance of interaction by a few members" and "general passivity in the
interaction" (p. 31). It appeared in this group intervention, that the core of four women
exhibited many of the curative n o m that had been established in the previous support
FOUP.

Roles were also cleariy set at the time of the intervention. There was one particdarly
vocal and strong group member who had acted as a indigenous group leader in the past.
She continued this pattern as demonstrated in the nrst group session where she
automatically helped facilitate the icebreaker exercise. Rose (1989) argues for a balance
between the extremes of total control and abdication in the leadership role. The purpose

of good leadership is to graduaily share leadership of the group with the participants
based on the premise that "leadership sharing is a basic principles of good therapeutic
practice and is interrelated to a curative factor" (p. 37).

In retrospect, the author speculates she had to eam the status as a group facilitator as
the group members had a great deal of ownership around this support group. This was
also complicated by the fact that the author had worked with a number of the group

-

members as a social worker with W ' i p e g Child & Farnily Services East Area on both

voluntary and protection issues. This author suspects that some group members were
initially distrustful of the facilitator's motives, however this appeared to dissipate after the
fint few group sessions.

The incident in group session two where a group member

challenged the author about the academic nature of the definitions of spirihiality, also
illustrates the group determining status or the "rankingof each rnember's position in the
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group relative to al1 other members" (Toseland & Rivas, 1995, p. 83). This group was
clearly not comfortable with any "expert" which M e r demonstrated their ownership of
this support group.
Group culture is defined as "the set of values and beliefs that members of a group
share and that guide their behavior" (Schwan, 1994, p. 3 1). Most of the women in this
group identified themselves as single parents living in poverty. Severd of the women felt
strong support h m the agency as 6 out of the 13 women interviewed identified the
agency as a main part of their formai support network. This was in large part due to the
work done by the outreach worker of this group in the previous two years. Although
there are many women in the community who have a deep distrust of the agency, several
of the group members and a number of the women who had been initially i n t e ~ e w e dfor
the group expressed that this particular support group was one of the main supports in
their lives at this point. The outreach worker has in the past worked very hard at making
the group supportive and welcoming.
The environment in which a group operates has an influence over the fiuictioning of
that group. This support group is held at the Steinbach office of Winnipeg Child &

Family Services - East Area and has the stated goal of providing support to young, often
single mothers with the hope of preventing protective intervention by the agency.
Unfortunately, the physical location of the agency (on the second floor in an office
building) and the presence of the protective services in the same office have been barriers

in the past to group membea feeling comfortable in this support group. The continued
success of the support group over the years has k e n in large part due to the outreach
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worker's attempts at making this group as cornfortable and non-threatening as possible.
For the women in this particular group intervention these barriers did not appear to be a
problem. For some of the women who were initially interviewed but did not folIow
through with attending the group, these baniers may have been part of the reason for their
choosing not to join this group.
Overall, the initial attraction for most of the group members to this intervention was
the continued support they received fiom the group. However, it appeared that as the
sessions continued their interest in the topic of spirihiality increased. This pattern couid
be anticipated as the group shified focus from being a support group to an
psychoeducational group with a dflerent purpose.
m e r each group session the group members were requested to complete the SEQ
(Stiles, 1984). The SEQ (Version 3) is a instrument that "consists of 24 bipolar adjective
scales presented in a 7-point semantic differential format" which "is designed to rneasure
clients' perceptions of two dimensions of clinical sessions, depfhand smoothness, and
two dimensions of post-session mood, positivity and urousail' (Fisher & Cororan, 1994,
p. 553). The purpose of the instrument is to rneasure "the impact of psychotherapy

sessions, as distinguished f?om long-term outcome" (Stiles, 1980, p. 177). For each
session depth refers to the "power and value", smoothness to the "cornfort, relaxation, and
pleasantness", posifivio to the "feelings of confidence and clarity as well as happiness"
and fbally arousal to the "feeling active and excited as opposed to quiet and calm" that

participants experience (Fisher & Corcoran, 1994,
p. 553). Although this particular instrument is generally used to evaluate individual
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psychotherapy sessions a similar revised edition has been used to evaluate group sessions
(Stiles, Tupler & Carpenter, 1982). The authors M e r explain that the scales developed

in the SEQ instrument "resemble the three general dimensions of comotative meanhg
identified by Osgood ...evaluation (good vs. bad), potency (çtrong vs. weak), and activity

(fast vs. slow)" [p. 237. Scores range h m 1 to 7.
Fisher and Corcoran (1 994) indicate that in terms of reliability the S

.has "good

internai consistency, with alphas that range fiom .78 to .91" (p. 553). A number of
studies have been completed cornparhg the SEQ scores between therapist and client
perceptions of psychotherapy sessions. Novice therapists were found to be harsher in
their judgements of the therapy session than the clients however, as therapist gain
experience their anaiysis of therapy sessions tend to converge with their clients. Other
fmdings include that therapist tend to value sessions with higher depth while clients find
smoothness more important (Stiles, 1980: Stiles & Snow, 1984a: Stiles & Snow, 1984b,

Stiles, Tupler & Carpenter, 1982).
For this group the SEQ were filled out anonymously and the scores added and then
divided by the number of participants to determine the mean score for that specific group
session. These scores have k e n graphed for v i s d presentation. In andyzing the SEQ
scores of particular interest is the decrease in smoothness (that is cornfort, relaxation and
pleasantness) in group session three. This session examined what stops us fiom
practising our spirituality. Many of the women were observed as distressed in having to
examine past issues that continued to cause them pain. During goup session four where
the concept of love was examined, and the facilitator had over prepared to compensate for

Figure 4

Session Evaluation Questionnaire Scores
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feeling scattered, the orousa1 rate (that is feeling active and excited as opposed to quiet
and calm) decreased drarnatically. Hopefully, this did not indicate the participants were
asleep! For the following sessions the four dimensions generally increased, perhaps
indicating that the group was working well.
Groups are assumed to pass through several predictable stages of development during
the life of the group. In 1953 Tuckrnan nrst identified these group stages asforming.

storming, norming and performing. Tuckman's theory was one of the first hypothesis of

group development, and since that t h e several authors have elaborated and expanded

upon this framework (MacKenzie, 1994; Northen, 1988; Rose, 1989; Toseland & Rivas,
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1995). Schiller (1997) however, postdates that women's groups may have a different
sequence of stages then the present theory of "pre-affiliation, power and control,
intimacy, differentiation, and termination" (p. 4). Her feminist hypothesis is based upon
the assumption of "the centrdity of connection and affiliation for women, women's needs
for a felt sense of safety in a group, and women's different relationship to power and to
coaflict" (p. 4). Schiller theorizes that wornen's groups continue to have the preaffiliation and termination stages but the rniddle three stages occur instead in the
following sequence of "establishing a relational base", "mutuality and interpersonal
empathy" and finally, "challenge and change" (p. 4). This framework of group
development is based on the theory that for women "affliative stnvings corne sooner and
safe connections are necessary prerequisites for later emergence of productive conflict"
(p. 5). Little substantial conflict was observed during the group sessions. A drop in the

smoothness dimension of group session three as mentioned earlier, could be attnbuted to
the difficult group content exarnined. The general increase in depth, smoothness and

positiviîy in the last few sessions, couid be associated with the women working in the
relational and muhial ernpathy stages. Due to the limited number of group sessions this
author would argue that the goup did not develop to the stage where conflict could occur
before the group ended (see Figure 4).

D) Ouestionnaires
The group participants were asked to complete a questionnaire designed by the author.
The instrument included four open ended questions and two likert style questions. The
questions asked the women about their understanding of spirituality, their individual
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practise and whether they taught their children about spirituality (see Appendix 7). In
response to what the women hoped to learn in the group, most of the women expressed

wanting to understand the concept better especially in regards to how other people view
spirituality. For example, one woman responded:
1 would like to know how spintuality is viewed by others. 1 want their
definitions and how others thuik so 1 might be able to have a broader
view on the subject and maybe use it in my own life.

The responses of the participants to their understanding of spinhiality was incorporated
into group session hvo (see Appendix 10). Unfominately, the questions on the
questionnaire handed out at the end of the group were not changed, and the opportunity to

ask specific questions regarding what the women leamed during the group was lost. The
responses of the women to teaching spirituaiity to their children ranged nom "sometimes"
to "often" and included the mothers praying, reading stones fiom the Bible and teaching
their children values and "openmindness" in respect to other people's religions. The
questionnaires indicated that spirituality and religion is an ongoing and important aspect
in these women's lives.

VI) Conclusion and Recommendations
This author found acknowledging and incorporating spintuality in a group
intervention with a young Mother's support group opened exciting possibilities for my
social work practise. For the author the exploration of the concept of spirituality
contributed to the growth of this group and is a culmination of over seven years of
interest in this topic.
In the literature review this author developed a beginning understanding of spirituality.
The Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigm helped this author to synthesize many
of the ideas found in the literature into a workable framework for the group intervention.
To test the applicability of incorporating spirituality into my social work practise, a group
intervention focusing on spirituality was implemented using this unique paradigm. Other
specific learning goals for this author included developing clinical group work skills; that
is, developing a group as well as being able to identifi group processes and respond
accordingly.
The Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigm of spirihiality can be integrated into
many of the founding theories used in social work practise. Cox (1985) argues that the
social work profession's reliance on the ecological approach has often resulted in
"sociological determinism" (p. IO), however this author contends that the ecological
approach could be easily be expanded to include the spiritual dimension as these theories
have many common elements. For example, the ecological perspective includes
understanding people's interaction with their environment. Adding the spirinial aspect to

a person's environment includes social workes f h t acknowledging the existence of the
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spiritual dimension but then also helping clients utilized this area of their life for
potentially healing purposes.
The paradigrn is based upon a mode1 of human nature that is both hopeful without
being naive. People are viewed as in the process of "becoming". but also have within
themselves both the capacity for great good or great harm. This understanding of human
nature fits well with the social work value of client self-determination; as one of the
profession's working principles is that choice is one clients have the capacity to make for
themselves. Furthemore, this understanding of human nature is particularly applicable to
social work practise within legislated child protection services where practitioners need to
both encourage their clients to transcend dificult backgrounds and challenge them on
unacceptable behaviour. This framework allows practitioners to separate the individual
fiom the behaviour, without either Iosing hope or slipping into the trap of "blarning the
victirn". It also releases in the clients the ability to hope and gives them motivation to
change. It is potentially transfomative for clients.
The group intervention completed in this practicum made an attempt to operationalize
the Hatcher (1982) and Danesh ( 1 994) paradigm. This group was characterized by a
great deal of laughter and engagement by the participants indicating success and
demonstrating that this paradigm can be used in social work practise.
A nurnber of authors question the use of the scientific paradigm in understanding the

spintual dimension (Beck, 1986; Comett, 1992; Cowley, 1993; Cox, 1985; Elkins et al.,
1988; Elkins; 1995; Fahlberg & Fahlberg, 1991; Hawks et al., 1995 Joseph, 1988; Mack,

1994; Seaward, 1995). Therefore, ushg quantitative measures that perhaps did not
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capture the essence of spirituality may be the reason for the finding of little significant
change in the instrument scores obtained fiom group members. This author would
specdate however, that these findings could also have been due to the small size of the
group and short time fiame. Qualitative measures may in fact be the preferred research
methods needed to operationalize this paradigm into social work practise.
One of the individual learning goals of the author was to M e r develop rny group
work skills. This experience allowed the author to develop a group from the theory
through to the implementation stage. Many agency and individual practitioners believe
that groups are more cost effective and often there is an underlying assumption groups are
Iess t h e consuming than casework. Butler & Win-

(1992) argue that "groupwork

does not Save t h e ; it requires a hi& level of planning, research and evaiuation if it is to
be effective and worthwhile" (p. 27). This group experience for the authors was
reflective of that finding; a great deal of time and effort was required by the author.
One of the specific learning experiences for the author, was the danger of over
dependence on discussion methods in the group format. This reflected the facilitatorls
preferred learning style instead of the needs of the group participants. In retrospect,
Butler & Wintram (1992) warn against this over dependence on discussion methods
claiming that group members leaming styles may be different due to a number of factors
"such as the level of education reached in school, the opportunities for maintaining this
subsequently in reading, writing and discussion" (p. 56). Instead group facilitators should
use other "imaginative techniques" that can result in "a heightened awareness of how to
tackle obstacles, set goals and develop solutions1'that grow "out of an increase in self-
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expression and recognition of cognitive processes" (p. 58). More experientid rnethods
such as art techniques or group construction exercises codd have been used to enhance
the group participants' learning. In fact, the multidimensional nature of the spirituality
lend itself to using imaginative and creative techniques in a group setting.
From this practicum this author would rnake the following recommendations for
M e r research. The paradigm outlined and used within this practicurn is applicable to
other areas of social work practise. This theory was used within a legislated child
protection setting and could be easily be applied in other settings. As indicated by the
literature review, groups exploring spirituality have been used in such diverse settings
such as prisons, schools and treatment facilities (Bulkeley, 1996; Genia, 1990a;Sargent.
1990), and these groups couid use the Hatcher (1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigm as a
framework for developing their interventions.
Exploring our client's spirituality is necessary for present day social workers.
Throughout this group intervention, this author was surpnsed by the level of interest the
group participants showed in the topic of spirituality. These women demonstrated they

had thought deeply about the spiritual issues perhaps due to a need to cl&@ their
understanding of spirituality for themselves, but also in order to teach their own children.
Acknowledging client spirituality can identiQ positive supports within the persons' life.
determine less usefid spiritual practises that c o d d be perpetuating a problem, work
through individual difficulties and obstacles, and findly motivate people towards change.

Unfortunately, too many practitioners in the past have chosen to either ignore or denigrate
their clients' spiritual practises.
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Recently, the social work profession has increasingly attempted to take a more holistic
approach to dealing with social problems and the inclusion of the human spirinial
dimension is another piece that needs to be added, if for no other reason than to meet our
clients' need to explore this aspect of themselves. A spiritual perspective does not mean
ignoring the physical and emotional aspects, rather it can incorporate and give focus to
the healing process.
Finally, the Hatcher ( 1982) and Danesh (1994) paradigrn offers an exciting and M q u e
framework for acknowledging the spiritual dimension of clients. The social work
profession has the chance to be at the forefiont of developing ground breaking
innovations that could resdt in ciramatic healing interventions for clients.
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The Tweïve S t e ~ sof Alcoholics Anonvmous
1. We adrnitted we were powerless over alcohol - that our lives have becorne

unmanageable.

2. Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.

3. Made a decision to nim our will and our lives over to the care of God as we
Understood Him.
4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

5. Adrnitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being, the exact nature
of our wrongs.
6. Were entirely ready to have God remove al1 these defects of character.
7. Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.
8. Made a list of al1 penons we had harmed, and became willing, to make
amends to them d l .
9. Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would
injure them or others.
10. Continued to take persona1 inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted
tt.

1 1. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God
as we undersîood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power

to carry that out.

12. Having had a spiritual awakening a s the result of these steps, we tried to cany this
message to alcoholics and to practice these principles in al1 our &airs.
(Dupont & McGovem, 1994, p. 4)

Appendix 2
Intake Form - SpVituality Group
Name:(Mother)

Address:
Telephone:
Date o f Birth:
Place of Birth:

Ethnic Origin:
Religious Affiliation:
Education:
Occupation:
Narne:(Father)

Address:
Telephone:

Date o f Birth
Place of Birth:
Ethnic Origin:
Religious Aftiliation:

Education:
Occupation:

Children:
1,Name:

2.Name:
3 .Name:
4,Name:
5,Name:
6,Name:

D.O.B.
D.O.B.
D.O.B.
D.O.B.
D.0-B.
D.O.B.

School
School
School
School
School
School

If single parent are the father's of the children involved in the care of their children?

Who is a support for you from you family and friends?

Who is a support for you from formal agencies?

What do you hope to learn h m participating in this group?

Pre-interview Guideiine (summarized with each group participant)
1. Purpose and Goal of Group
-explore viability of incorporating spûituality into social work practice based on the
belief that spirituality can be a catalyst in helping people lead healthier lives.
-author's interest stems fkom observation in the past I O years of child welfare
practise which saw that people practising their spirihiality can succeed where other
interventions have failed.
-subsequently spirituality and social work have been the focus of author's Mastee
degree prograrn and the proposed group is the practicurn requirement of the
degree.
-goal of the group is to analyze if exploring spirituaiity results in any changes in the
lives of the group participants

II. Videotaping
-group sessions are videotaped to allow for author's faculty advisor (Sharon TaylorHenley) to observe group for educational and grading purposes.
-tapes only to be viewed by the author and faculty advisor and will be destroyed
after practicurn completed.
III. Confidentiality
-al1 discussions within the group are confidentid and will not be shared outside the
group except for the above mentioned videotaping.
-only caveats include any information received which contravenes the Criminal Code
or Child and Farnily Service Act which the leaders would be legally obligated to
report.
IV. Evaluation
-expianation of evaluation measures.
-asked to complete evaluation measwes at the end of the pre-interview.
V. Group Rules
-foliowing are tentative mies that will be reviewed at the begiming of Session #I and
revised to include any rules the group members request be added or deleted.

CONSENT FORM

You are being asked to participate in an 8 week group on spirituaiity at the Steinbach
office of Winnipeg Child and Family SeMces - East Area. As well as attending the
group sessions you will be asked to complete 3 forms at the beginning of the group and
also at the end of the group. These foms should take you no more than 30 minutes to
complete. You will aiso be asked to complete an evaluation at the end of each group
session that should take no more than 10 minutes to finish.
This group is being conducted as part of the facilitator's acadernic requirements for
her Master of Social Work university degree. This group has been approved by both the
University of Manitoba and Winnipeg Child and Family Services - East Area. Once the
group has concluded and the practicum has been written up you can receive a summary of
the results.
Before you consent to participate in the group you should be aware:
1. Your participation in this group is completely voluntary.
It is up to you if you ivish to participate in the group and answer the evalution
forrns.

2. You do not have to answer every question on the evaluation forms.
If you agree to participate in the group but find any of the questions on the
evaluation forms make you uncornfortable you are free to leave those
questions blank. Answering as many questions as possible is appreciated as
it makes the information collected more complete.
3. Your responses will be kept confidential.
The information coffected will only be shared with University of Manitoba
for the purposes of evaluating the group
faculty advisor
facilitator. Afier completion of the practicum the indentifying information
(video tape/evaluation forms) will be destroyed. The only exception is
information recieved that indicates a child may be in need of protection
which the groupfacilitator would be legally required to report.

(w

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this group. If you have any questions regarding
this group please feel fiee to speak to either goup facilitators (Cathy Rocke orXXXXX at
326-9885).
1 have read and understood the above. 1 have also been given the opporhinity to ask
any questions that 1 have about the goup. 1 feel that I am in a position to make a
decision regarding participahg in the group.

Name (Please Print)

Signature

Date

Croup Faeilitator Name

Signature

Date

Appendix 5
SELF-EFFICACY SCALE (SES)
Narne:

Today's Date:

This questionnaire is a senes of statements about your personal attitudes and traits. Each
statement represents a commonly held beliet Read each staternent and decide to what extent
it describes you. There are no nght or wrong answers. You will probably agree with some
of the statements and disagree with others. Please indicate your own personal feelings about
each statement below by marking the letter that best describes you attitude or feeling. Please
be very tnrthhl and describe yourself as you really are, not as you would like to be.
A = Disagree strongly
B = Disagree moderately
C = Neither agree nor disagree
D = Agree moderately
E = Agree strongly

-

1
2.-

34-.

56.7-.
8-.
9.1O.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

1 like to grow house plants.
When 1 make plans, 1 am certain I can make them work.
One of my problems is that 1 cannot get down to work when I should.
If 1 can't do a job the first time, 1 keep ûying until 1 can.

Heredity plays the major role in determining one's personality.
It is dificult for me to make new fi-iends.
When 1 set important goals for myself, I rarely achieve them.
1 give up on things before completing them.
1 like to cook.
If 1 see someone 1 would like to meet, 1 go to that person instead of waiting

for him or her to corne to me.
1 avoid facing difficulties.
If something looks too complicated, I will not even bother to try it.
There is some good in everybody.
If 1 meet someone interesting who is very hard to make fnends with. 1'11 soon
stop trying to make friends with that person.
When 1 have something unpleasant to do, 1 stick to it untilI finish it.
When 1 decide to do something, 1 go nght to work on it.
1 like science.
When trying to l e m something new, I soon give up if 1 am not initially

L 9.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
3O.

When I'm trying to become fnends with someone who seems uninterested at
fm,
I dont give up very easily.
When unexpected problems occur, 1 don't handle them well.
If 1 were an artist, I would like to draw children.
1avoid trying to leam new things when they look too difficult for me.
Failure just makes me try harder.
1 do not handle myself well in social gatherings.
1 very much like to ride hones.
1 feel insecure about my ability to do things.
1 am a self-reliant person.
1 have acquired my fiends through my personal abilities at making fnends.
1 give up easily.
1 do not seem capable of dealing with most problems that corne up in my life.

Frorn Sherer, M., Maddux, J.E., Mercandante, B., Prentice-Dunn, S., Jacobs, B., &
Rogers, R.W. (1994) Self-Efficacy Scale (SES). In J. Fisher & D. Corocoran (Eds.)
Measures for Clinical Practice: A Sourcebook @p. 525-527), New York: The Free Press.
(Original Work Published in 1982). Copyright by Dr. Mark Sherer and Psychological
Reports. Repnnted with permission.

Appendix 6
AFFECT BALANCE SCALE /ABSI
We are interested in the way people are feeling these days. Please circle "yes" or "no" for
each item.

During the past few weeks, did you ever feel:
1. Particularly excited or interested in something?

2. So restless that you couldn't sit long in a chair?

3. Proud because someone complimented you on something you had done?

4. Very lonely or remote fiom other people?

5. Pleased about having accomplished something?
6. Bored?
7. On top of the world?

8. Depressed or very unhappy?

9. That things were going your way?

10. Upset because someone criticized you?

From Bradbm N. & Noll, E. (1994). Affect Balance Scale (ABS). In J. Fisher & K.
Corcoran (Eds.), Measures for Clinical Practice: A Sourcebook @p. 20-21). New York:
The Free Press. (Original Work Published in 1969). Reprinted with permission.

Appendix 7
Pre and Post Test Croup Evaluation Measure
1. What is do you hope to learn by participating in a group on spirituality?

2. What does the word "spirituality"mean to you?

3. Do you practise your spiriniality?
1
Never

2

3

Sometimes

4. If you practise your spirituality how do you do that?

5.1s spirituality part of your children's lives?
1

Never

2

3
Sometimes

6. If you practise your spirituality with your children how do you do that?

Appendix 8
Session Evaluation Questionnaire

Please place and "X"on each line to show how you feel about this session.

This session was:
Bad
Safe
Difficult
Valuable
Shallow
ReIaxed
Unpleasant
Full
Weak
Special
Rough
Cornfortable

Good
Dangerous
Easy
Worthiess
Deep
Tense
Pleasant

E ~ P ~ Y
Powerful
Ordinary
Smooth
Uncom fortable

Right now 1 feel:
Happy
Angry
Moving
Uncertain
Calm
Confident
Wakeful
Fnendly
Slow
Energetic
Involved
Quiet

Sad
Pleased
Still
Definite
Excited
Afiaid
Sleepy
Unfhendl y
Fast
PeacefUl
Detached
Aroused

From Stiles, W.B. (1994) Session Evaluation Questionnarie (SEQ). In J. Fisher & K.
Corocoran (Eds.) Measures for Clinical Practice: A Sourcebook @p. 553-554), New
York: The Free Press. (Original work published in 1984). Reprinted with permission.

Appendix 9

1. I agree not to taik about anything that occurs in the group to anyone outside the group.
unless it applies ody to myself and no other group member.
2. I agree to attend each group session or cal1 one day before the group to explain my
absence.
3. 1 agree to respect each group member and speak in turn so that everyone gets a chance
to talk.

(Toseiand & Rivas, 1 995, p. 120).

Appendix 10
Definitions of spiritualitv provided bv moup participants:
"It ties closely to rny religious beliefs. It's hard to defhe."

"My personal relationship with God and how it coincides with al1 nature."
"It means having an understanding of Nature and its forces around you.
An openmindedness to new learning of issues that are not of the 'nom'.

eg: a 'mother earth' teaching and her 'bounty for mankind'."
"Spirituality is k i n g in touch with Go4 reading the Bible and following His
word as best I cm."
"Religion"

"My inner man. Imer strength. My oneness with God. My communication with God."
"It means believing in God."
Definitions of spirituality provided bv group facilitator from various sources:
defines spiritudity..." as concern with the human quest for personal meaning and
mutually fulfilling relationships arnong people, the nonhuman environment and.
for some God." (Canda1988, p.243.)
Spirituality is defined as "the experiences of wholeness and integration, irrespective
of religious belief or affi~liation."(Bloomfield cited in Cowley, 1993, p. 528).
Definition of spirituality that "is a way of being and experiencing that cornes from
about through an awareness of a transcendent dimension and that is characterized by
certain identifiable values in regard to self, other, nature, life and whatever one
considers to be the Ultimate." Nine identifiable values of spirituality - "transcendent
dimension, meaning and purpose in life, mission in life, sacredness of life, material
values, altniism, idealism, awareness of the tragic and h i t s of spirituality." (Elkins,
Hedstrom. Hughes. Leaf & Saunders, 1988, p. 10).

"as that which is involved in contacting the divine with the Self or self."(Fahlberg &

Fahlberg, 199 1, p. 274).
"humanphenornena, an apparently generic consequence of the univerd hurnan burden
of finding or making meaning." (FowIer cited in Fitchett, Quiring-Ernblem & Burch.
1989. p. 187).

"Spirituality is seen as more than religion, concerned wth one's personal quest for
meaning and purpose in life, the inner essence of people. dealing with the
intercomectedness between self, others, nature and an ultirnate order. and finally the
integrating factor of hurnan beings." (Nagai-Jacobson & Burkhardt. 1989. p. 19).

"the multifaceied relationship or comection between human and me~physical
systems." (Prest & Keller, 1993, p. 138).
"spirituality refers to the propensity to make meaning through a sense of relatedness to
dimensions that transcend the self in such a way that empowen and does not devalue
the individual." (Reed, 1992, p. 3 50).

Appendix 11
Quotes for Tom Harper's book "Cod Help Us" used during group session two.

in an instant society, beware of those offering instant, easy solutions to life's
problems and mysteries. Spirituality and the development of one's inner life takes
time and discipline. A lot of so-called spiritualities out there at present are aimed
at an infantile lust for magic.
An authentic spirituality always fosters personal growth, wholeness of outlook or
worldview. and taking responsibility for one's own life. Beware of those who
would be your guru or guide, taking your money while making you their spintual
dependent.

True spintuali ty and awareness of one's nature as a "child of God" always lead to
a keener social awareness than before. Be suspicious of any spiritual path that
leads you to an otherworldliness unconcemed with the matenal universe or its
other inhabitants As Robert Frost said, "Earth's the right place for love [and we
might add, for justice]; I don't know where it's likely to go better."
Enhanced awareness of other dimensions of reality then those imrnediately
apparent to our senses, and the conviction that the Spirit of the Creator is in al1
things and hîs a purpose for everyone of us, should result in a clearer ethicd
vision for ourselves.
(Harper. 1992, p. 3 1).

Appendix 12
From: "Earth Walk: A Quest for Weil-being"
Director: Syhrie VanBrabant
Producer: Raymond Gnuthier
Sceoe: Edna is saying a prayer in Ojibway during a group session with largely First
Nations peoples.

Ednn: 1 do workshops bringing native teachings and 1 use my lifestory...so that's how 1
started to help. people began to come fonvard and say you told my lifestory and
how did you deal with the pain.
My mother was Ojibway, my father was Odawa - I'm the baby. 1 rernember a s a child 1
had very long hair, like this and my mother use to braid it and she would talk to me and
teach me things but 1 was sent to a residential school. When 1 went to the residential
school that is when 1 felt something king severed - something was cut off because one of
the things that happened is that your hair - one of the f m t things they did was cut your
hair - you know real real short. For me symbolically its like being dispirited.
The sexual abuse began when I got out of the residential school system. By the time 1 15
1 can't stand it anymore. Thatls really when 1 said to my father 1 don? want you to ever
hurt my mother again and 1 don't want you to touch me ever again. 1 left for the city then.
By then 1 was rebelling and by then 1 was angry. I was angry at my parents and I was
angry at the school system. 1 was angry at the church and so I rebelled. I tried to be white
and 1 nied to do everyhng that they did. 1 took up their ways and 1 even dyed my haïr
blond ...[laughs] ...but something deep inside me told me that 1could never be white but
still you are caught between two different worlds. You don? know where you belongso 1
would end up in institutions. 1 was lost and confused and 1 was suicidai. But around the
time 1 was 28 1 had a dream. 1 left my body, I saw myself in a coffin. I left and 1travelled
out into the univene. In the vastness and the hugeness 1 was drawn into an incredible
beautifid light. 1 felt peace, 1 felt joy and 1 felt happiness. And no words can describe the
feeling that 1 had experienced and as 1 went towards that light a woman
crying out to me saying, "please come back and help me". 1 wanted to go towanis that
light, so hiIl of love. I was tom. 1 stopped...[scream] ...and it sounded as though she was
right behind me, "come back, you have to come back and help me. Please come back
and help me." The moment 1 turned around to go back and help her 1 woke up and 1 was
the one that was crying and crying, sobbing and sobbing.
That's when 1 began to feel like 1want to go home and find out about my people to find
out who 1 am.

Scene: Pipe ceremony with group mernben cleansing themselves with sweetgrass.

Edna: 1 Bnaily dealt with that whole a b w &eh
me anymore...1 don? ...

...and 1 let it go and it doesn't bother

Sylvie: And we c m forgive the people who even abused us?

Edna: You can't hang on to it. You can't go any M e r if you are hanging ont0 it.
You have to let that pain go. You have to let go of that anger and resentment.
Al1 of those things that build up inside you, you know because of al1 of that
stuff you have been through ...and it took me a long time because maybe I'm
such a slow leamer and I learn things the hard way ...I put myself through dot.
just d o t - hard lessons...
Sylvie: to leam...

Edna: Yeah, yeah and in forgiving I was able to let it al1 go.
(Gauthier & Van Brabant, 1992)

Excemt form Dr. Scott M. Peck "The Road Less Traveiied" audio t a ~ e .
Love is a two way street. The receiver gives and the giver receives. Our most common
oppomuiity to listen in the giver role cornes in listening to children. How we listen
depends upon the age of the child. A six year old given the chance will taik almost
incessantly. How can parents deal with this never ending chatter? There are farnilies in
which the dictum "children should be seen and not heard" applies 24 hours a day. A
second way is to permit the chatter but not listen to it. A third way is to pretend to Men,
occasionally making "uhum" or "that's nice" noises. A fourth way is to listen selectively.
to prick up your ears if the child seems to be saying something significant The f i f i and
fuial way is to give complete attention, weighhg each word and understanding each
sentence. What is required is a balance of al1 five ways. At times it is necessary to tell
children to shut up. At other times six year olds will chatter for the pure joy of chattenng
and there is nothing to be served by giving them attention. There are still other times
when a child's need for closeness c m be adequately met by pretend listening and because
children oflen like to drift in and out of communication they will understand selective
listening. So. it is only during a small proportion of the total talking time that six year old
children need or even desire total listening. Yet, when total listening is appropriate many
parents are unwilling or unable to expend the energy required. True listening requires
tremendous effort. A parent that inily wants to listen to a child must put aside everything
else. The time of true listening must be devoted solely to the child. What's more is great
effort is required for total concentration on the words of a six year old child. Rushes of
words, intenpersed with pauses and repetitions makes concentration difficult. then too
the child wiIl be talking about matters that have no inherent interest for the adult. In
short, tmly listening to a child of this age is a labour of love. Without love it couldn't be
done. Why exert al1 this effort? Your willingness to do so is the best evidence of esteem
you c m give your child and the only way to teach your children that they are valuable is
to value them. The more children feel valuable the more they will Say things of value.
Th- more you listen, the more you will realize that your child is an extraordinary
individual and the more extraordinary you realize your child to be the more you will listen
and l e m . Findly, the more you know about your children, the more you will be able to
teach them. the more appropriate will be your teaching and the more eager your children
will be to l e m and the more they l e m the more extraordinary they will become. Such is
the reciprocity of love, a creative cycle of evolution and growth. Value creates value.
Love begets love.
(Peck. 1986-7. cassette recording).

Appendix 14
From: Toward Spiritual Concord: Elements of a Universal Spirituaiity
by Brother Wayne Teasdale.

Al1 genuine spirituality has a spirituai practise, the heart of spiritual which bnngs about
the process of imer change. Without if spirituality is not authentic nor viable. Spiritual
practise may consist of some form of mature prayer, meditation. or interiority. a discipline
of contemplation, spiritual reading, reflection, study, work, or a simple resting in the
Divine. Spintual practice often involves al1 or most of these activities. It also may
involve liturgy or some kind of ritual. The oniy d e is that spintual practice must be
transfomative. It must initiate, follow through and sustain fiuidamental, indeed radical
change in the aspirant. Spiritual practice, with the aid of grace, initiates a four-fold
transformation: of consciousness, of will, of character, and of action. This four-fold
transformation has self-knowledge as its basis, and, again. al1 genuine spiriniality requires
a comprehensive self-knowledge.

(Teasdale. 1995. p. 146).

Appendix 15
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m March 28.1997
Host - Shelagh Rogers
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-

Guests Marion Best Moderator of United Church
Gregory Balm Professor of Theology
McGill University, Montreal
Dov Marmar - Senior Rabbi of Holy Blossom Temple
Toronto, Ontario

-

Marion: And 1 would say that 1 agree with both gentlemen. It's important that ones
spirituality results in engagement with the world. That uhmm...and 1 don? want to
denigrate the Unportance of prayer in spiritudity but 1 think that it involves being in
community as well as individualiy and certainly for me to look at the life of Jesus is a
very signifiûint picture of his own spirituaiity. He lived and worked in a community, he
had a rhythm of being in public and private had solitude and prayer and ceriainly knew
the scnptures, worshipped in his tradition and had spiritual conversations with people. So
1think we c m lear. fiom that.

Shelagh: As media 1suppose we could be accused of thinking about spintuality only
on the big holy days; most largely on the Christian calendar like Good Fnday. Do we do
spiriniality a disservice?
Dov: Oh, 1look for spirituality in the everyday much more than in the special
occasion, particularly nowadays when the special occasion like today is more Iikely to be
a day of recreation than of introspection. It's in the ordinary that the extraordinary
happens.

Marion: I always remember John Vanier when some people at a conference asked him
about how he maintained his spiritual life and in the L'Arche homes he said, well fïrst of
al1 we laugh dot with one another, we have a w o n d e f i cook who makes great sauces
and we Look into one anothefs eyes, and 1 think people were expecting a different
response than that but 1think its what the Rabbi is saying its everyday occurrences.
There is a loss of the concept of Sabbath in our culture and 1 thllik that's too bad because
when we take a Sabbath sornetimes it is a time to be more focused but on the other hand
it's important that it's part of our everyday lives and sometimes 1 think that's missing for
many church foiks who unfominately in some of the surveys we have seen recently don't
seem to make alot of c o ~ e c t i o n
between their faith and their everyday lives and 1think
that's an area where there is a great loss.

Gregory: Maybe 1 could add to this that al1 religions have traditions
of meditation and I'm a Catholic and this is an old tradition and 1 think that the more
troublesome the world is - at least for me the more troublesorne it is becoming the more
important meditation becomes, and this can be meditation that lasts for 5 minutes or 10
minutes of half an hour and can be dispersed on many occasions throughout the day; to
recall the essential tmth, to seek the face of God, to survive where in this very troubled
world to which we belong.
Dov: As a Jew 1 ais0 know the tradition of meditation although itts not my own
personal emphasis. 1come fiom a W t i o n where study, holy study; the study of
traditional scnpture is a spirituai a c t i v e which is part of my daily discipline and
significantly it is not alone and not in silence. The idea is that you share it in community
in order to fathom what it is that God wants of us and how to translate it into daily life.

Marion: An area in which we have been leamuig fiom our First Nations people is 1
think our relationship to creation and cer*iinly the environmental concem and wbtts
happening to God's wodd is of major concem. But itts the First Nations people who o h
have held that up for us in a new way and 1 know that in a new creed that we have in our
church the line "to live with respect in creation" has been added to that creed as we have
come to understand that we are part of creation; not over and above it but we are part of it
and God expects that we will be part of a total creation in living in respect.
Dov: My daily prayer includes a statement of meditation of reflection about the nature
around us as God's creation which is not an independent entity in itself that would be
contrary to my tradition, but as manifestation of God's unf'athomable will and my duty
towards this creation as a creature of God.

Shelagh:

Gregory B a h is that part of your daily discipline?

Gregory: My daily discipline certainly includes prayer, yes various forms of prayer.
As 1 said, because 1am deeply troubled by what is going on in the world at this time 1
think we move into a new phase with a great deal of suffering, not oniy wars and
genocidal crimes but also great poverty, the exclusion of people, the unemployed. 1 am
deeply troubled by this and 1think this pushes me more and more into the search for God,
into entering into God's will and into hope ultirnately in God's victory over the forces of
darkness.

Shelagh: It doesn't sound as though, this is how you live your lives this
spirituality...this spiritual notion isnttseparated into some little niche that you keep
separate in a little room in your life.

Dov: 1 was thinking about that perhaps other people would speak differently. 1 am
suspicious of the quest for spirituaiity which is divorced fiom the concem for the world.
We speak U e liberal westerners here and that's how we express our spirihiality. M e r s
want to escape fkom the world and 1 challenge them on that because that seerns to be kind
of narcissistic, only concemed with me and if 1am only for myself what am 1 reaily?
Gregory: You know in Christianity there are many traditions that emphasize so much
the salvation of the s o d and this was highiy individudistic, that is the person was
concemed about how to be forgiven for our sins and this was almost the entire content
and there was the yearning and hoping for extemal life and 1 think today there are widely
felt movements in Cbristianity that are cntical of this and argue that it isn't God and the
soul; it's God and the soul and everything else. Therefore, spirituality has to do with our
engagement in this world, before God and in God, but our engagement in this world and
taking upon ourselves the suffering and the brokemess of our fellow creatures. 1 think
that this is in Christianity a relatively new movement endorsed by the churches but 1 don't
know how far it has k e n cornmunicated to people.

Marion: 1 think Shelagh that the 1st time we had an interview was at the time that we
were calling on the people in our congregations to look around at what was happening in
their communities as the gap between those who have and those who dont have was
widening and govemments were saying that churches needed to pick up more of this
responsibility and we have tried 1 think to encourage people in our congregations to be
engaged in their own communities where they live as well as ways that were engaged
globally. For me its one of the greatest concerns, 1 was in Brazil in December and saw a
society there that has the widest gap between the rich the poor and saw the kind of
medical services that the rich have and the kind that the poor have and 1think that those
of us who have a concern for d l of God's creation need to be concerned about those
things.

Shelagh:

If you are not a religious person can you make some claim on spirihiality?

Gregory: Well, 1 think that d l religious people and d l religions have a form of
spirituality and as 1 said before I think there are secular people who have a form of
spirituality. 1 mean sometimes it can be as Dov Mannar said a flight from the world; it
can be seeking refuge a h o s t in irresponsibility playing m u n d with esoteric rituals and
rites and there is an element in the new age spirituality that is to me appears as sort of
playful but in addition to this 1 think there is available to people outside of the religious
a spirihiality that is a response to an inner core to be concemed, to seek meaning, to reach
out to others, to help with others, to transfomi this world into a more loving and just
place.
Dov: But you laiow Gregory I find that those who claim justifiably spllihiality outside
of the organized religious fhmework make excursions into it. That without discipline

and without a framework it often becomes intense perhaps but shallow in the last resort
because its so episodic, so unpredictable.
Shelagh:

Gregory would you lïke to answer?

Gregory: Well this may be tme for many people 1 still have fiends who regard
themselves a secular and who are devoted everyday be great yeamings for justice and to
engage themselves and to take burdens upon themselves. Who experience the entire life
as their straggle together with others to relieve human suffering and 1 am arnazed at this, 1
marvel at this and 1 think that something takes place in their sou1 which 1 would cal1
spirituality. Even though 1 agree that they have no discourse, no language, no symbols
for nourishing this, for purifjing, for making it more intense because they never really
talk about it, they are embarrassed to talk about spintuality.
Dov: If my tradition encouraged me to be a missionary I would try to offer a
framework, a language, a discourse precisely for such people.
Shelagh:

Marion?

Marion: One of the major documents that's coming to our next General Council in
August is called "Mending the World" and actually the quotation cornes fiom a Rabbi.
Dov:

Indeed, indeed.

Marion: Yes and it's a cal1 for Chnstians and people of other faiths and people of no
stated faith to corne together and to be aware of and to address in ways that we can the
suffering of the world and al1 of creation and it will be a lively debate because in it, calls
for respect of other religions traditions, it ask Christians not to be arrogant and exclusive
about their faith, but that one can witness at the same time as one is open to dialogue with
and respect for people of other faiths.
Dov: Yes "Ti Kun Olam"* you know "Mending the world" which is a Rabbinic
concept and quoted by many is an apt illustration on spirituality, what spirituality means
to me. Namely the world is somehow incomplete and my task as a human being is to
improve or it, mend it, complete it. To know now to do that 1 have to turn to my sources,
to my traditions to be given the tools and the means.
*transliteration fiom the Hebrew.
Note. From "Momingside" radio program hosted by Shelagh Rogers on March 28th,
1997. Copyright 1997 by Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Reprinted with
permission.

Appendix 16
Excerpts h m : l'Toward S~iritualConcord: Elements of a Universal S~iritualitv"
by Brother Wayne Teasdale:
A global or universai spintuality does not mean a super-spïrituality. The aim of
descnbing a global spiritual üfe is not the reduction of the nch variety of humanity's Uiner
life to one common f o m or generic type. That would be neither possible nor desirable.
There are lïterally thousands of forms of spirituality; inueed it c m be said that each
person has his or her own kind of spirituality.

In ident*ing the essential elements of a global spiritmhty - those elements that will be
part of any viable tradition seven are clearly discernable:
1) a capacity to live morally;
2) deep nonviolence;
3) a sense of spiritual solidarity with others, including other species and the Earth;
4) a spiritual practice and comprehensive self-knowledge;
5) simplicity of lifestyle;
6) selfless service; and
7) prophetic action.

-

(Teasdale, 1995, p. 145)
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Affect Balance Scale
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